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Topping Off At Site B

.OCTOBER' 14, 1998

Baruch College
Unveils
" Five Year Plan
By Hwan-joo Moon
Five Year Plan released by the
office of Interim President on late
September spells out a new focus
and direction of Baruch College to
cover the years 1998-2003.
" The plari calls for a shift in attention from the previous mission of
teaching as many students as possible as much as possible to teaching a
selective group of students a rigorous program of study. The plan also
calls for the faculty to balance their
contributions to teaching and to
research.
Forecasts in the plan predict that
Baruch College will continue to
serve students from PO?r and work-'

The

costs of education in private colleges,
along with increasing reputation of

.Interim President celebrates on last piece of steel to go

on Site B

Acting ProvostJ~ickenswatchesover Interim President Cronholm's shoulder as she autographs
the final steel beam to go on the skeletal structure of the Academic Complex, last Thursday, at the
Topping Off ceremony. Photograph Courtesy of Baruch College Press Office
'.
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continued on page 7

The Millenium Bug Bites Baruch
By Hasani Gittens
The start of a new millennium has
always been the harbinger of doom
for the weak-kneed, but this one
may actually prove the pessimists
right. Ironically, the prophecies now
are coming mainly from the technological sector as business and industry try to stamp out the millennium
bug before it's too..late.
Last issue, we' learned about this
"digital time bomb," the Year 2000
bug a.k.a. the Y2Kproblem. Call it
what you will, but do not ignore it..
The Y2K problem was born in the
.early days of computing-in the 1950's
and 60's. Programmers looking for
.an'easy way to free up more memory
space ~egan the custom ofusing double-digit date: JiuiDbers, omitting the
"19" that would precede every· entry
for the years-of the century endiDg
1999. Computers still wring . this

.j"'

Baruch, will make the college cornpetitive for highly qualified students
from more afiluent families.
One long-term objective of Baruch
College is for the college to become a
model of quality higher education
institution, according to Lois S.
Cronholm,~nterim president of
Baruch College. This objective will
require balancing appropriate standards for admission and retention of
students, according to the report.

Part Two of a Series
system may have problems when 'the
year 2000 rolls around because the
figure "00" might not be recognized
properly. The problem goes beyond
just PC's and network mainframes.
There are embedded computer chips
. that use this abbreviated way of
storing dates in many different and
common machines and computeroperated devices, from elevators to
microwave ovens.
The question is: Will Baruch be
ready? The answer: A resounding
"maybe."
Baruch, like any good college in
this information age, has a good deal
invested in computer technology.
On-line registration, classes, direct0ries, and many other resourcesare
available to limy student with access
to a computer or even just a phone.
There are sparkling new computers
in labs across the college - about

1,500 in total.
The Presidential
Commission Report Academic Plan
for 1998 to 2003 even states, "The
overall status of computer use at
Baruch is considered the most current of the CUNY campuses."
Yet with all of this commitment to
technology and the future at Baruch,
it is surprising to find a marked lack
of focus when it comes to the Y2K
issue. There isn't any mention of the
possibility of Y2K problems in the'
new Five Year Plan at all.
The general reaction among the
administration seems to be either
thatY2K. is something ._ the .
CISlBCTC people will take care of,
or, "What year 2000 problem?"
Arthur' Downing, Chief Librarian
and the new Acting Director of the
Baruch Computing and Technology.
Center, and Frank Werber, Assistant
Director of Client Servi~ Faculty
continued on pcge 13
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Violin and Piano
Concert
At Recital Hall
By Elaine

Interim PreSIdent Is Modest on Baruch's Achievements

W~

Sounds of violin and piano playing
in fast-tempo Beethoven sonatas filtered the 12th floor at the 23rd
street building, last Wednesday,
when }{ate and William Ransom
made their first appearance together
for the Aaron Silberman Concert
Series at N allin Recital Hall.
The brother and sister duo was
invited by the Department oj' Fine .. I~·"
and Performing Arts as the firSt per~ ..
formance of its concerts series held
.~:
every semester. Students sat in the
~
mini concert hall as Kate started to
!~
play the violin and William followed
~with the piano. Despite the size of
the concert hall, William enjoyed
~playing in it. "The hall is intimate
~'
and the audience is closer," he' said.
~
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When we're invited to
perform, here, we're
ready to accept.
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More than two hundred Bfudents gathered to celebrate Sukkot
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"It makes it more personal."
The program the Ransoms chose
consisted of parts. from four sonatas ,
written by Beethoven and one from
Mozart because they wanted to illustrate how Beethoven influenced the
Romantic period in music history.
During the performance Kate
paused at -the end of each piece to
explain to students the significance
of the music. William even played a
segment of one of Beethoven's
sonatas which sounded like the
baseball charge music and joked
that Beethoven was a big baseball
fan. Kate later commented that she
does liot'usually like to spen'during
her performances but she 'wanted
the students to learn more about the
music they were playing.
Kate likes performing for Baruch
students and wants to come back if
she gets a chance to. "When we're
invited to perform here, we're ready
to accept," she said.
Kate has performed at the Nallin
Recital Hall once before with the
Alexander String ~artet. She is
currently the director of the Harid
Conservatory
Music
Division.
William is currently a pianist-in-res-

tie bit about the holiday from guest
Two hundred students gathered in speaker Rabbi .Katzin, the Baruch
one room, all taJkipg at the same College Hillel staff, and from printed
time. You could hear the buzz of material which was available to
,
activity from a block away. Some sat everyone present.
Erica Frederick, Vice President of
and furiously tried to finish their staThe hall is -intimate
Professor
Henry
tistics homework.
Others stood Development,
and the audience is
around talking to friends they had ' Feingold, and other distinguished
not seen since the week before. A few guests were in attendance. It was a
closer.
set their books down and rested their
Sukkot is both a fall
heads on the tables in front of them.
idence and head of the piano faculty
This may sound like the minutes
harvest holiday and a at Emory University in Atlanta. The
before the beginning of class. But the
commemoration of exo- ~~~~aymgm~re~a~~g
music, free Israeli food, and festive
age and have enjoyed it ever since.
atmosphere proved it to be something
du« from Egypt
The Department of Fine and
entirely different.
Performing Arts holds the Aaron
These two hundred Baruch College
wonderful opportunity for students to Silberman Concert Series every
students
gathered
at
the
meet with faculty .and staff in an semester. A regular performer for
Brotherhood Synagogue during club
informal setting. Over chicken kabob this series is the Alexander Stririg
hours on October 1, 1998, to celebrate
and salad, students discussed their Quartet, visit@g ensemble-in-resithe Jewish holiday of Sukkot. Known
thoughts on the college and their job dence to Baruch College for, more
in English as the Feast of
prospects, as well as -Professor than ten years. They will be making
Tabernacles, Sukkot is both a fall
Feingold's upcoming Judaic Studies its first appearance this semester on .
harvest holiday and a commemoracourse.
November 19th. The department is
Students also had the chance to also sponsoring a concert for the
meet with Richard
Olberger, Alexander String Quartet playing
You could hear the
Representative of the pieces by Beethoven. The concerts
buzz
a ctivity
a Regional
University Student Department of will be held at the Merkin Recital
block away.
the World Zionist Organization. He Hall located at 129 West 67 St.
briefly addressed the crowd to ask Dennis Slavin, deputy chair for .
tion of the exodus from Egypt several them to sign up for information about . Mustc at the Department of Fine
thousand years ago. At the celebra- trips to Israel. He was swamped by and Performing Arts, said he plans
to work with the Marketing
tion, which - was co-sponsored by the dozens of interested students.
Whether students came to learn Department in the college to proHillel, the Jewish Student Alliance,
Koach, the Baruch Association of about Sukkot, to network with the mote this event.
Russian Students,· and the Hebrew guests, to grab a free meal, or to just
Culture Club, students learned a lit- kick back and relax among friends, a
fantastic time was had by all.
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Lois Cronholm, interim president h:
to be very tall and very wide to
. of Baruch College, gave the state of ;1,', «mmodate the names of all the
the college address Oct. 8, address- LI, u lty; staff, and students who gave
ing the recent success of the college, or their time, experience, wisdom,
private donations, and congratulat- <.tr::d good will to create the substance
ing faculty members who have of which our future is being conhelped the process. About 100 facul- -tructed.
ty members attended the ceremony
"There were visions created by the
at the Mason -Hall while not many administration, but they. always
students were present.
joined the creative visions of the faculty. Let us remember that it was
Following are excerpts from the the votes of the School of Business
Interim President's speech:
faculty that set us on the course of
"We all share in the pride over the restricting our offerings to college
recognition which Baruch has level courses, and it was your consisreceived in recent years, and we are tent urging that resulted in our
dazzled by both the speed and extent extensive communication across the
t of this praise. There are various curriculum program. It was your
ways to measure the accomplish- aspirations for quality students that
ments-certainly the profile and led to our advancements in Honors
performance of our students is one programs. I could paper my wallsway.
with the correspondence from
"If we were to erect a Baruch wall Richard Kopelman on the need for
of fame to inscribe the names of high standards at Baruch.
those who share the responsibility
"Let me return to say more about
for Baruch's success, that wall would the significance of the most widely
1',

publicized advance at Baruch - the
increase in private donations. Such
gifts are .not so uncommon at private
colleges, but are extraordinary for
most public institutions, and are p
unparalleled at any CUNY college.
First we must credit the remarkable •
influence of our former president,
support by the excellent work of our
office of college advancement led' by
Erica' Frederick. Matthew Goldstein
was the right person at the right
time and his presidency will claim a
unique place in Baruch's history. But
I find a policy-related significance in
these gifts that deserves careful
study because there is a deeper"
meaning that might, appear on the
surface.
"The association between a public
education and entree into the middle
class eventually changed a basic
assumption' about a college education. Once graduation meant success
according to traditional standards of
post secondary. education. This

changed to an assumption that the
symbol of success in college - a diploma - was an entitlement, co-equal to
the founding principles of equality
for all citizens of the United States;
as an entitlement it was no long
ether responsibility of the student to
meet the standards of the college-it
was the .responsibility of the college
to assure the success of students.
"What now? In 1998 we-are.in the _
position of strength that is the
reward of setting the right course
and staying the course. But this is
also a cautionary tale. Baruch can
afford many advantages that it
never had before. But the one thing
that we cannot afford is to be so dazzled by recent successes that we
become complacent. We are not complete-not only in the sense that no
institution is ever "finished", but in
the more direct sense that, we still
have a way to go to reach the goals
we set for ourselves in the early
1990's."

The Real Divide on Education
Reprinted from The New York Times
'-

By Nina Shokraii Rees
Nina Shokraii Rees is an education
policy analyst at the Heritage
Foundation
There was a brief bipartisan lovein when the President, with several
Republicans looking on, signed a bill
reauthorUing ~her education aid
programs. But Clinton, also accused
Congress of allowing "misguided priorities and partisan pursuits" to
block action on his initiatives for elementary and secondary schools.
The reference to his current problems was clear, but the lack of movement on his public education plans
is not the result of a Congress distracted by sex and the Federalist
papers. It arises from a basic philosophical difference over the direction
of education. While Clinton would
consol idate
more
power
in
\Vashington, Congress would disperse more power and money to
state's and parents.
In early summer. .or example,
Congress passed a me ~ ure allowing
parents to open edu ":ttion savings
accounts , which the- could use for
any education-relav.d expense a
child incurs from kindergarten
through 12th grade The President
\'ptoed the bill, eyen though a recent
G:111 up poll for Phi Delta Kappa, an
(>ducation group. t; und 68 percent
,

-upport.

A few week- earlier Congress
»assed a measure t~ would have
ti nanced scholar~hips,J8.1lowing2,000
:\l\v-'income child ren in Washington
to attend school- of their choice. A
\Vashington Pi\"t P?ll ~ound t~at 65
percent of ti',l dist.rict r-es'iderrts
whose childrc« qualified for the
scholarships ~lipported themeasure.
The President vetoed that, too.
And just a month ago, the House
passed a bill that would have turned
31 Federal education programs over
to -the states as block glants, along
with a requirement that 95 percent
of the Feder'al money allocated be
spent in the classroom rather than
consumed by bureaucracy. Many
governors and local official~, exasperated by the red tape and burden-

some rules that come
with the money from
Washington,
favor
this
transfer
of
authority. According
to the Gallup poll, 73
percent of Americans
favor sending Federal _
education dollars to
the states rather than
spending the money
in Washington. But
the White House has
threatened yet anotherveto.
If the bottom line is
results, Congress the
stronger hand. Most
people
probably
assume Federal education
programs
boost
academic
achievement.
Unfortunately, few if
any
of
the
69
Education
Department
programs for grades
kindergarten through
12 do that. In the 33
years since the creation of Title I, the
largest Federal education program for
poor
children,
Congress has spent
more than $100 billion on the program,
while research has »
offered scant evidence -.~.'
of improved achieve- ~
ment.
The President's new
proposals would probably have no more impact than the class size shrank by 35 percent and polls indicating that education is at
old. Take the obsession which class overall
education
spending the -top of voter concerns this fall.
sizes. Clinton's $12 billion plan calls increased an average of 3.5 percent a But giving Washington's education
. fl ation)..
. ) w hil e . establishment more money and
for hiring 100,000 new teachers over year (adjusted ~lor m
seven years to -reduce class size to a test scores remained stagnant.
power when existing programs show
.national average ot18m grades--:;;:o=n-=e-~lnsteadof emphasizing~e-~n~um.-----·fewsigns of success is like putting a
through three. But according to.a ber of teachers, we should be con- surgeon who· is on probation in
study by a University of Rochester cemed with improving the quality of charge of a hospital. It is fair to ask
economist, Eric Hanusheck, "there teaching. Simply funneling more whether Gov. Bill Clinton of
appears to be little .systematic gain unqualified or mediocre teachers Arkansas would have scoffed at
from smaller classes." He points ou! into schools won't solve anything.
many of the ideas that President Bill
that from 1950 to 1994, average
Clinton has effectively played to Clinton is now offering.
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Vocational Testing
Offer-ed by
Career Development
Center
~.

By Qi Ymg (Jessica) Zhou
Does the snarling question, "What
do you want to do when you graduate?" send an eerie shiver down your
spine? If it just warped you mercilessly, not to mention cluelessly
down memory lane, then maybe it's
time to run up to the Career
-nevefopment Center and arrange to
take the Self-directed Search
Vocational Assessment Test.
From October through December,
the Career Development Center is
offering vocational testing seminars.
This program, supervised under the
direction of Jim Perrone, requires
less than two hours of your time-not a bad investment considering
that you may be enlightened with
inspirations. Although it is the first
time Baruch College is offering the
standardized test, it has been primarily applied to help career-confounded college freshmen and sophomores
at other colleges since the 1970's.
Despite the obvious benefits of this
evaluation, the purpose of the test
can be achieved only if the inquiries
are answered objectively The direction on the self-estimate page states:
"Give the most accurate estimate of
how you see yourself." Perrone reiterates this essential element of self
analysis: "They're interest tests. You
answer them honestly and you get a
better idea of where your interest
rests and you can use that information to link with a possible career,"
-This ¢tical requirement, however?

is problematic, for" it is often difficult
to critique ourselves objectively.
The test does not consider the
monetary significance of the occupations. That is up to the applicant's
discretion. Some jobs listed on the
test booklet were: waitressing,
mime, and other occupations students don't usually consider. As a
slave to materialism and practicality, a great part of my career decision
rests upon the green factor. Thus,
the assessment test alone cannot
tell you what you should do for the
rest of your life, nor is the test
designed to tell you what to do.
However, it acts as a stimulant for
you to learn more about yourself. It
is designed as a self-reflection,
something that would otherwise be
overlooked without the explicit
delineation of basic questions such
as personal preference, competency,
and comparative self-estimates.
The SDS Vocational Assessment
Test is two-fold; the assessment
booklet is coupled with the occupations finder booklet. The topics covered by the assessment booklet are
broad, ranging from whether I like
to "take a mathematics course" (now
c'mon) to whether I can "understand
the "Big Bang" theory of the universe" (hmm...now that depends...).
By the time you finish page 9, and
consider your options with a bit of
practicality, you'd pretty much have
a clear idea at what this questionnaire is driving at, or better yet,
what you're driving at. After completion- of the assessment -segrrtent,
participants proceed to correlate
professions that are compatible with
their competency level and interests. Perrone then helps the participants make sense of their results. In
follow-up seminars, internship
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opportunities along with individual
counseling are available to participants.
Au alternative to the SDS test
the Strong Interest Inventory test
offered at the Cirricular Guidanace
Office of the Weissman School of
Arts and Sciences. It is also a vocational test but it's only offered to liberal arts majors in the college.
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By Gmc eAnn .HaI l .
Desp ite the impo rtanc e ofthe five year
plan that will provi de guide lines for
Baru ch College from 1998 -2003 , few students and faculty mem bers parti cipat ed
in the publi c meet ing. Less than 10 faculty mem bers, two officers of the Day
Session Stud ent Gove rnme nt and two
reporters from The Ticke r atten ded the

meeting,
Lack of prepa ratio n by the stude nt governm ent officers was evide nt when they
asked questions unrel ated to the five year
plan.
"I didn't know that the five year plan
existed. No one told us," said Druv esh V
Bechu, vice presi dent ofDS SG. '1 just got
the plan toclay. But I'm here even thou gh
I'm missing a class ."
"I know nothi ng of the comm ittees that
soug ht stude nt opinions for the Five Year
Plan, " said Jenn ain Smit h, chair of
finance for DSSG , in an. interv iew; "It's a
problem. We don't get enou gh input ."
The officers aske d at the meet ing for a
solution to alleviate cong ested eleva tor
lines at the 360 Park Avenue Sout h build-

. ,...« ..:$i:~'

.:::if.:::~
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....<0••• >:•••••••:•••••.•••••••: ••

figur ation for the arena " hut point ed out
that .the purp ose of the aren a is recreation al usag e rathe r than prom oting coilegia te athle tic perfo rman ce.
." .A. repor ter asked.. herse lf a parti cipan t
in the reme dial studi es at City Univ ersity
of New York who has 5IDce moved on.
wha t woul d happ en to stude nts who are
not prepa red to pass. the skills assessmen t tests in order to atten d CLTNY
Prep arati on for college shou ld be made
at the high school level: not in the col-

:::~~~f.(#

.;~~:~;'L,4~<1,iiiii~:.~~:<:li .~a§;~~~t:::i?u:'
essi ng
Lois S. Cro nho lm, inte rim pres iden t of Bar uch Coll ege, addr
ting .
the few facu lty and stud ents who atte nded the pub lic mee
ing and said that the new arena unde r
const ructio n at 25th stree t does not meet
NCA A specifications in havin g prope r
numb er of Seats.
The crow ded elevator lines have always
been a probl em, said Lois S. Cronholm,
inter im presi dent of Baru ch College, She

added that even the alwn ni often reminisce abou t the dread ed eleva tor lines.
When const ructi on ofthe newAcademic
Complex build ing on 25th stree t is. complete, the eleva tor probl em will essen tially be a thing of the past, according to
Cron holm . She also said that she will look

acad emic year to prep are college-bound
stude nts in meet ing the entra nce criteria,
accor ding to Cron hohn . This new program will serve as a model for the Boar d
.
of Educ ation , said Cron holm
In addition, "seed. mone y" will be provided to "enco urage facul ty research"
alon g with addit ional comp ensat ion
pack ages to attra ct quali ty teach ers,
accor ding to Cronholm.
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Spo nso red by:

New York City high schools and prep are
The report recom mend ed the college .report,
succe ssfulBaru ch College plan s to meet the chal- prospective college stude nts to
shou ld expand recru iting activ ities to
by raisin g ly pass the high er admi ssion s crite ria
ensu re that following goals met: to buffe r lenge s of inade quate fund ing
In an effor t to incre ase comm unica tion
college will
loss of enrol lmen t of stude nts unab le to priva te contr ibuti ons and the
ognition. "A skills of the stude nt body; a college-wide
meet Baru ch Colle ge stand ards by develop its own syste m ofrec
Com muni catio ns Prog ram will be imple add-o n, wher e
an
is
m
syste
ed
t-bas
meri
to
nts;
stude
fied
quali
more
cting
attra
mented. In addit ion, an expa nded Hono rs
e judge d in a
main tain motiv ated stude nts whos e ear people who are presu mabl
Prog ram will be devel oped,
job get somenomic status is a barri er to atten ding col- fair way to be doing a good
Incre asing emph asis on grad uate studthing extra," said Robert Ducoffe, direc tor
lege; to main tain the rich diver sity of the
ies is anot her high prior ity agen da in the Zicklin School
the
in
ies
Stud
uate
Grad
of
by
nts
stude
ct
attra
to
body;
nt
stude
report. The .following . expa nsion s are
oys the
destr
way
no
by
'This
s.
sines
ofBu
ge
Colle
ch
Baru
in
rs
majo
for
recru iting
..exam ples of new grad uate prog rams
curre nt unio n syste m,.it prese rves it."
riot curre ntlyc onsid ered by most stuunde r deve lopm ent.f ull time MBA proBy capit alizin g in mark etnic hes such as
dents who enrol l in City Univ ersity of
grams; MS in finan ce and inter nal audit speci alizin g in profe ssion al education,
~.; C:',~.. York.
incre ase differ- ing; prog rams in inter natio nal busin ess
to
s
hope
ge
Colle
ch
Baru
ered
hamp
are
ty
facul
fied
quali
g
Hirin
and entre prene urshi p; a five-year dual.
entia tion from other CUN Y schools.
due to insufficient tax-le vy fund ing and
degree Acco untan cy progr am: and an l\1A
Unde r the Baru ch Prep arato ry Plan,
because ClJN Y does not favor merit in Busi ness -Journalism and Corp orate
ch College will go to
based compensation. according to the facul ty from Baru

Com muni catio ns.
The repo rt recog nizes the impo rtanc e of
stude nt services and recom mend ed that
stud ent services be highl y visible and
readi ly .accessible. The repor t also suggests that acade mic advis ing may be
impr oved by consolidating all the schools'
advis ing staffs, inclu ding peer counselors.
The Five Year Plan come s as resul t of
cons ultat ion betw een the Presi dent' s
office and three subco mmit tees. l\s of
press time, The Ticke r was unab le to
. 'Obtain the subc omm ittee 1"eJ)OrtS whic h
woul d have enab led a' comp ariso n of
chan ges made in the final draft.
A timet able to impl emen t the Five Year
Plan has been devis ed outli ning a sched ule of even ts.
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nitio n of acad emic dish ones ty, a
state men t of due proc ess/s tude nt
righ ts and pena lties for acad emic
disho nesty . The com mitte e was set
up over a year ago by the prov ost's
office.
Prof esso r Glen n Albr ight, chai r of
the com mitte e, is parti cula rly concern ed that stud ents are eith er
unaw are or unw illing to repo rt incident s of acad emic disho nesty . "I
wan t to set up a mec hani sm in
. whic h stud ents can com mun icate
thei r conc erns abou t' chea ting in
class ," Albr ight expl aine d. "The re
will be conf ident iality ." Rona ld M.
Aaro n, Asso ciate Dean of Stud ent
. Deve lopm ent and a com mitt eem ember adde d, "My conc ern is that ther e
have been stud ents who have been
able to ride the coat tails of othe r stu.
dent s."
Aaro n, who has writ ten artic les on
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Cron holm also said 'that
Baru ch Coll ege has the
larg est acad emic tuto ring
cent er of any colle ge in
CUN Y, and that the cent er
not only cate rs to high risk
stud ents , but to all stud ents
who need the servi ce.
But, she poin ted out, academ ic . advi sing mus t be
reva m ped; espe ciall y for
busi ness stud ents . The current syste m of matc hing liberal- arts advi sing and busi -
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the Inte rim Pres iden t on
Octo ber 8 at the 22nd 'stre et
adm inist ratio n buil ding . to
voice thei r conc erns abou t
matt ers that they feel the policy mak ers at Baru ch Colle ge
shou ld pay atten tion to.
Issu es raise d. by the stud ents
rang ed from impr oviri g class
sche dulin g and incr easi ng
inter natio nal stud ent servi ce
supp ort to upda tes on facil itatin g.. heal th care and child
care for the stud ent body.
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the subj ect of acad emic disho nesty ,
expl> : -ed that in the comp etitiv e
field or ~ iuca tion, and later on in the
job mark et, some stud ents will try to
succ eed at all costs . "I foun d that
the hone st stud ents , some time s, are
the stud ents who get hurt the most ,"
Aaro n said. In fact, failin g to repo rt
a witn esse d act of acad emic disho nesty, know n as collu sion, is in itsel f
an aet of acad emic disho nesty . The
othe r form s of acad emic disho nesty ,
as defin ed by the curr ent polic y,
plag iaris m,
chea ting,
inclu des
obta ining an unfa ir adva ntag e and
falsi ficat ion of reco rds and offic ial
docu men ts .
Aaro n pres ente d two prob lems
with the curr ent polic y on acad emic
disho nesty . First , the stud ents need
to be educ ated as to wha t exac tly
cons titut es acad emic dish ones ty.
Seco nd, facu lty need s to mak e scho ol
polic y on acad emic dish ones ty

know n. In
profe ssors who routi nely give the
same exam seme ster after seme ster,
year after year , facil itatin g acad emic
disho nesty .
Albr ight also agre ed that stud ents
need to be more awar e of the prob lem. However, Albr ight requ ested
that the Tick er repo rter leav e the
Octo ber 1 meet ing. Acco rding to
Albr ight, the reas on for this requ est
was that the com mitte e was work ing
on a roug h' draf t of the new policy,
and. he wan ted only the final draf t
relea sed totb e medi a. In addi tion,
Albr ight expr esse d a conc ern' -that
the com mitte e mem bers migh t not
feel able to talk freel y with a
repo rter pres ent. How ever, in an
inter view cond ucted at a later date ,
Albr ight expr esse d regr et for not
allow ing the repo rter to stay. "In
retro spec t, it was the wron g decision, " he said.

In addi tion to Albr ight and Aaro n,
the com mitte e inclu des Dean Carl
Prov ost
Assi stan t
Kirs chne r,
Barb ara Law renc e, Omb udsm an
Myr on Schw artzm an, coun selo r
Robe rt Free dma n, profe ssors Nanc y
Arie s, Al Book e, Robert Kaes tner
and Asho k Vora and stud ents
Laur en Mog ul, Han Pere ss and
Read e Schu man n.
•

stud ents , som etim es, are
the- stud ent s who .get hur t
the mos t.
For a copy of the acad emic disho nesty broc hure , or if you have any
ques tions on acad emic disho nesty ,
go to the Dean of Stud ents Offic e at
360 PAS , room 1702 , (212) 802- 6820 .
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Jsaueaof H,UDlanityraised -at dedication

BYJ~a:~eKirk McDonald, ~a:i:::::~j~~~nation. ci~ans

President of, the International
Criminal Tribunal for the Former
Yugoslavia, is averse to showing
emotion. But as' her helicopter
departed from a school ·yard.in
Rwanda
.
wan a, a group of children
looked
~p at her, smiling and waving, causmg tears to flow suddenly. "These
were young people looking up to us
for a future," McDonald explained.
"We had let them down."

("

.. ";,/

,

--_ ... _-_ .. _ - - - - - - -

have died Uris. century
. partn
ith tb ~ c n d was a while the world commumty comes
er
Wi
e I.,xas _.
law .
firm of togeth
Matthews and. Br
. .er to say, 'thau shal
. t not, thou
as .teachin
anscomb, as well shalt not, thou shalt not."'
In 1993 s.:e : seve~w schools. - M~Donald estima~ 800,000 people
. . d '
as selCTY:- as one of were massacred m .Rwanda over a
the
nme
ges on
three .m o~th peri.od"."This. 18
. not an
ThJUGe'
ral AssemblS~ty~~cil ~IY ~ the UN exaggeration," she u:claim~. "I
the ICTY McDoe: : the ~ of have been to, Rwanda, so obviously
... ~
express ~e we . haven t
learned
.[from
Coun:;ls lack
Nuremberg)." McDonald stated the
. m _e arres as one o
e major goals of the Ie-TY and ICTR as

~ty

offtha~ty

Down below was the former school
which McDonald had just toured.
When told beforehand. that she
would be visiting the - dead in
Rwanda, she imagined laying 'flowers at a grave site. Instead, she witnessed room after room of human
skeletons. The school had been
turned into a museum to preserve
the reality of a genocide thai' took
place while the. world looked' the .
other way,
McDonald was the keynote speaker at the dedication of the Lillie and'
Nathan
Ackerman
Visiting
Distinguished Professorship in
Equality and Justice in America and
LectureSeriee; held-Oetober"5in the .conference center' at BerucbCollege.
Following the keynote address was
the dedication, featuring family of
the late Lillie and Nathan
Ackerman. The Ackermans embodied the immigrant spirit, succeeding
despite the atrocities of war that
surrounded them. McDonald and
the ICTY are working tirelessly .
agams presen ay
former Yugoslavia and Rwanda.
Since its inception in 1993, the
ICTY has worked to indict war criminals in the former Yugoslavia. In
addition, McDonald has made it a
point to establish close ties with the
International Criminal Tribunal for David Turnley
Rwanda. The tribunals, appointed reasons for the tribunals relative
by the United Nations, are prosecut- lack of indictments. In addition,
ing war crimes from the conflict in McDonald said, "We don't have the
the former Yugoslavia in 1992-95, fiscal resources we need." '1b combat
and the genocide in Rwanda in 1994. lack of authority and funds,
, Douglas White, director of the Co- McDonald is turning to the media
Existence Center at the School of for help. "Most of the media Iin the
Public Affairs, introduced McDonald former Yugoslavial is state conas "~ person who is engaged in the trolled," she explained. "We have to
war to outlaw war crimes in the get PR people and journalists there
international
community." to promote our cause."
McDonald began by stating,"! do not
McDonald was appointed pr~side~t
have a stake in representing Serbs, of the tribunal in 1997. The tribunal
.Bosnians or Croats. I do have a has three independent branches: the
stake 'in humanity." She then went Appeals Chamber,' responsible for
.on to explain her background in law, hearing appeals, the Office of the
and how she came to be President of Chief Prosecutor, responsible for
the ICTY.
investigating and recommending
McDonald graduated first in her indictment and the Registry, ~spon
class- from. _Howard _ UQ~y~!"si~:Y__ .sihle for th~_d~!e1),g9!Lcenterand filSchool of Law cum laude. Her back- ing documents. McDonald explained
ground is in civil rights law, working the purpose of the tribunal as being
for the
NAACP Legal and based on the principles established
Educational Fund from 1967-1978. at Nuremberg, the site of trials for
"I never lost that care for civil Nazis accused of war crimes and
rights," said McDonald. "From civil crimes against humanity during
rights there was a naturalprogres- World War II.
sion to human rights."
"[Nuremberg] determined that
In 1979.Mc·Donaldbecame the first (war criminals) were. personally
African-American woman in Texas responsible'," said McDonald. "Yet it
to1)e'~appointed-a Federal District . has- been reported -that· .70 million

. tourist from his home near W~w,
Poland whoen he was sixteen
.
However, with the
onset of '
World
War I, he was unable to return to his
.- home. Building.a new life in the
,United States together. both Nathan
'
. and Lillie Ackerman were
dedicated
- to providing their children with an
education. The dedication ceremony
was in honor of the immigrant e
rience, and their desire for
education.

hi;:

twofold: prosecuting those responsiInterim President Lois S.
ble for war crimes, and creating a CronholDi stated, "We are here to
historic document.
celebrate' the lives of two of those
After McDonald took questions remarkable people who were deterfrom the audience, the dedication mined to be a part of the transforproceeded with the granddaughters mational process of America that
of Lillie and Nathan Ackerman was the educational system." Later,
speaking on behalf of their grand- Cronholm made the official dedicaparents; The granddaughters, took tion, with Lillie and Nathan
turns in praising their immigrant Ackerman's
children,
Rosalyn
grandparents dedication to educa- Ackerman,Engelman and Irwin
tion, often speaking in their grand- Engelman standing to her .right.
mothers Russian accent to embellish
Rosalyn Ackerman Engelman then
the effect of their speech.
spoke, of her childhood in Ferndale,
Lillie Schultz Ackerman (1901- NY during the ~t Depression.
1994) was raised. in Korelich, Recalling her father's love of music
Russia. During World War I she was fhe studied business, art, and music
forced to flee from her village and at Baruch college), she shared a day
into slave labor. Lillie, with her from her childhood during a particumother, . emigrated to America in larly bad snow storm.
Nathan
-f920~'-wliere-'She-eDJoyeQW1precEF--Acketman, unable-to---use-the-earin..
dented freedoms. Marianne ngel- the storm, raised Rosalyn's sister on
man .Lado, one of Lillie's grand- his shoulders and walked her to a
daughters,
recalled
trips
to music Issson. "We are all lifted upon
Washington, D.C. during. which her someone's
shoulders,"
said
grandmother would marvel that Engelman. "We must remember
anyone could go inside of the govem- whose shoulders hoisted us." She
ment buildings. "This was unheard then. asked the students of Baruch
of in Russia," she ,explained.
College to provide the shoulders for
Nathan Ackerman (1896-1968) the future students, just 'her parcame
:~e United States as a ents li~d done for her.

to-
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has been looking into the problem in
greater depth recently and is "fairly

(read between
the lines)

The question is:
Will ~aruc1i -be ready?.
The Answer:
A resounding "maybe."

- 13

non-compliant as Windows 95 is said
to be Y2K proof. Any PC's found to
be flawed can usually be easily fixed
or patched. On the other hand the
BCTC is expecting to have to ~om
pletely replace large parts of the
routing network as it has been found
. to be non-compliant and cannot be
fixed or patched.. Nothing has been
replaced yet.

Baruch College's elevators, fire
alarms, turnstiles and other noncomputer devices which have computer chips in them or are computer
operated. Baruch appears to be seriously lacking in their investigative - .efforts into these potential trouble
spots. The offices of campus planning, maintenance, provost and the
college president all had little comment on the situation or Y2K in general and showed an acute lack of

We have our hands
around the problem

Service charze
Cost per minute

$1.70

$3.70

Tou! 8 minute c.all

knowledge of the possibility of complications.
To be sure, Y2K may not have as
high a priority as the pressing
problems of everyday college maintenance. John Wahlert, Technical
Coordinator for the school of Arts
and Sciences conceded he hadn't
thought much about Y2K since he
was "so busy making sure computers are set up and delivered [on
time]." He added, "I assume the
technical staffwill have to look into
1it."
.
Another concern for Baruch,
according to some, is the effect Y2K
may have on the community at
large. Even if Baruch is fully Y2K
compliant internally, what contingency plans will be in effect if, for
example, Con Edison was to have
problems and power went out (an
event year 2000 researches say has
a more than 50 percent probability
of occurring)?
.,
There are many Y2K events out
there in the "real world" that
Baruch needs to start preparing

Spnnt Sense College Plan Stand Alone FONCARD Option A Rates' as of 7/1/98

Use your AT&T Student Advantage Card
so you won't get blmdsidec With hidden service chargeson every calling card call- before you've even said hello.

1234567890 + PIN

AT.Tc..,.c... .......

M.Moran

5342670AS

8131199

.... "

...........

L

.... ........,

20¢ a minute. 24 hours a day.
And no per call service charge.

.

for.

Why would you use anything else?

own systems, "All of our PC's are
year 2000 compliant," Downing said.
- "We have our hands around the
problem," Werber said. The BCTC
Stud~nt Advantage

the compliance of the over 400 PC's
in its labs. Since Wmdows 95 is the
prevailing operating system on these
PC's, they are at least risk of being

Ca ...d. But Why aren't

you uSing It as your calling card? It's Just

In

the U.S. With no per call service charge.

No rnoru hlv fee Aile

have ore yeti Call

I

"0

2~O

gimmicks, Don't

654-047\ or

VISit

v'/ww att com/ col :cge/r~ html

Use your
AT&T Student Advantage Card
as your AT&T Calling Card.

Subjects:
Accounting
Math
Law

-•

ATQT
It's all within your r e ach"

'Refers to the AT&T One ,Rate' College Plan Plan rates do not apply to .n-state calls ,n Alaska
Other In-state calling card rates ffidy vary pendmg state tdnff effective dates Applies to do~e5tlc
calling card calls you dldl your~lf uSing 1-800 CALL An AdditIonal 30<1 surcharge applies to calhn
card calls placed from pay phones Call for details (J 1998 AT&T
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includes many -etllnlC groupS and
"Wait just one minute - I just Seung welcomes all with an open
want to finish this" Violet Seung heart while offering moral support,
dashes down the hall to complete her an attentive ear and a big bear hug.
lunch as if she is meeting with a
The "Woman of Color Network" is
princess. She is a jewel among a sea an organization which was estabof fruitless oysters, she treats all lished in 1989 which
student like royalty. Seung has Seung runs while maintaining a
worked as a student for 27 years and huge counseling commitment. The
has been a SEEK counselor at network was formed
Baruch College for 20 years. She by faculty members and administrakeeps an open door policy at her tors to inspire and motivate women
office at 360 PAS, room 170E where of color to achieve
she helps students and clients with their potential. This is done by
guidance on academic programs, bringing successful woman from varadvice on personal problems and ious ethnic groups
academic and career counseling.
to Baruch College to lecture about
Seung was born in Hong Kong, she their careers, network and exchange
speaks Chinese and several major information. She
dialects
including
Mandarin, welcome all women of color at
Taiwanese and Cantonese. Her 00- Baruch to join the Woman of Color
guistic ability and her intensity Network and actively
make her the perfect person to go to participate in the events. Once
with a prohlem,
someone is _inclu~ed jp_. the
Violet Seung comes from a large Network's database, notices of
family, she is the tenth born. Her ~ activities and events are sent to
siblings reside all over the world their address.
she even has -a sister that is a
The Woman of Color Network proCatholic nun. Ms. Seung is married vides monthly theme lectures such and has one son. She also has an as the upcoming "Argentine Tango,"
accounting :firm and hires Baruch lecture and demonstration on
student part-time. She is not only Thursday, October 22, 1998 at
familiar with Asian culture but also 12;~5~m to 2:30 in_roo~ 154!_~~.
is comfortable with the diverse ~tu- The Network has atentative future
dent body ofBaruch. Her client base - -schedule- for~ - several ---- tliiij)es:

By Leisa B Gibson

20~ a minute wheneve r. wherever you call

Economics
English
Finance
Statistics

All tutoring is
one-on-one and
free of charge to
Baruch students

Corporation Etiquette," a potentially ,broadcast. "Everyone should set,
useful seminar to provide students aim for a goal, once they achieve it,
with the proper etiquette for formal set another goal," she says. "This
business dinners (scheduled for [country America] is full opportuniNovember); Puerto Rican Heritage; . ~ people should be creative and try
A Black History film series; and anything the believe in, you may just
ASian Racial Violence, "In The Narne be very successful," Seung adds,
of The Emperor," a film concerning "you can still have a chance [to be
the Nan King Massacre of World successful] if Giulliani doesn't chase
you out"
War II.
Seung's enthusiasm concerning the
Woman of Color Network is apparent, she is excited as a kitten with a
new toy as she breathlessly relates
her 'plans to bring well known, articulate and successful women to discuss the aforementioned topics. The
guest speakers are all non-paid professionals who come to Baruch
College to reach out and influence
female students and faculty members. She has a unique ability -t&.'w~
encourage students, faculty and
speakers alike to reach for the stars.
Seung did her undergraduate work
in Hong Kong, where she majored in
English Literature with a minor in
Journalism then received her
Masters from Columbia University.
She remembers her first live radio
broadcast as an undergraduate
intern. She recalls that she was so
afraid that she could not breathe.
Seung
a trooper even then, able
to. conquer her fear and give a great
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Baruch has a good reputation. It is known to be one
of the most prestigious business colleges in New
York. Furthermore, it is one of- the most internationallY-diverse colleges in the country. Indeed, Baruch
is proud of its impressive number of 2,563 enrolled
international st.udorrts. They CODle from 116 countries. And they represent 18 percent of the student
body. Business is good. Couldn't be better. In times of
the emerdng global village, Baruch is a stage to an
universal ntarktplace. International students mean
revenue. Paying more than double the arnourit of the
residental tuition, they truly are CUNY's Important
business partners. Unfortunately, they don't get
. treated that. w-ay.
What was planned as a stnrple look at Baruch's good
reputation for being internationally competdtive, as
far as students are concerned, turned out to be a sad
sight at an institution stmp'ly not car-ing about their
foreign customer-s. The story behind the story is an
account of legal injustice, organized chaos and plain
ignorance. We carne across a crammed and understaffed international student office that .is dr-owning
in work and therefore unable to serve the increasing
rrurnbe r of international students in an appropriate
rnarrrrer. Furtherlllore, we also listened to the rnariy
compfairrts of an unsatisfied and disappointed student body.
s part of our investigative look into the concept of
"the student as a customer,' 'We are dedicated to tell
you the true story behind the stor-y, So far, it is too
big to fit these pages. But our reporters are doing
their best to bring you the full picture, as issues are
being raised and questions are being answered. So
that maybe one day, we all can be proud to be part of
a student body that represents. a global community,
where justice is being served equally to everyone - no
rnat.ter- 'Where they are COIning from,
c
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COLUMBUS: RAPIST AND MURDERER
A MEXICAN'S WORLDVIEW
By Eustachian Libre
Today's message is brought to you
by the number 506 and the letter P.
506, that's years of course,.. and the
letter P... Power and Privilege (also
Political Prisoners... the underside
of the other two P's, but that's
another day).
,
When
Cristobal
Colon
(Christopher Columbus in gringotalk) first encountered the "Indios"
he stated that he had never encountered a people so close to God... he
said that if there were such a thing
as paradise 'on earththis would be it
(this so-called new world). We all
know that in the following years of
. his infamous career he allowed himself to be transformed into one of the
most accomplished genocidal mani
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" In the name of God,
the same God who he
claimed these people
~ were soclose with, he
-- initiated a savage,
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to the system.
It
has been
a hum
b lin g
ex p e r.lence for
those of
. us of the

racial
pri vi leg e ,
whethe
r it is

o
"norms
" of sexu a I
preferen c e ,
the
great

Estaci6n
Libre col.' lective to
. ,.' < have
to
....:~~ . .
. "(";#~~ come
to
". );~ the terms
with . the
-fact that
here,
in
Chiapas,
it is ourselves
who are
perceived
to be the
ones with
".

us

bloody, brutal ram

1 e g e

page."

offered
to us by
the sys-

acs that this world has ever known..
In the name of God, the same God
w 0
close with, he initiated a savage,
bloody, brutal rampage. How did
this transformation come about?
How"could he learn to justify to himself such ideological contradictions?
How could he live with himself
knowing what kind of deranged, psychotic, murderer he was? Power and
Privilege.
Economic pressure, greed and an
insatiable desire for power, not to
mention an utter lack of morals or
principles, brought out the beast in
this man... And really, in many
ways, he was just a pawn in a larger
power struggle.
Over the centuries Colon has'
changed his face and his clothes, he
has refined his public image, developed more sophisticated mean~ of
exploitation and control, reorgamzed
and reconsolidated, but it's the same
man and the same game.
Now people might say that they're
not Cristobal Colon, they're not the
ones in power, but don't forget Colon
was not the king... Colon was a
pawn, 'a powerful pa-wn, but a pawn
th
wer brokers
noneth e Iess¢. and e po _
.
of today try and play us all like
pawns. There are levels
degrees
of privilege, manipulation, and
capitulation..
Malcolm X quite eloquently discussed the notion of the house slave
and the field slave. Both were
slaves, but one lived a little bit bet-

ana

-- ...

where we are. We must never forget
that we are behind enemy lines.
.
We might not be privileged in the
States but in comparison to the socalled "third world" we are. We have
access to limited power and limited'
privilege that is defied to most of
the "third-world." Its all about levels and degrees...how bound we are

majoraty of
rea p
p r i vi -

James Salame*
Production Assistant

ter and had a rearranged mindset to
.accommodate the psychological ramifications of living better than your
,people. Under corporate-capitalist
dominion most of us suffer unjustly,
but the great majority of us also benefit in some way, on some level, from
the way that the system is set up.
Whether it is through gender or

- -- . - - -_.- - ---

____

0

t e m _

Capital

..

:]x»werand
prl

In 'one of
recent

something

our

indoctrinated by the system. Many
of us have unwittingly assumed, in
w hole or in part, the ideological
blueprint of the "master." We need
to more effectively grapple with the
beast within. Those of us who have

must never forget
that we are behind
enemy lines"
~'We

escaped this mental bondage have
nonetheless become accustomed to
the privilege allowed us as residents
within an imperialist monstrosity.
Used to being the underdog, we are
somewhat unaware of how shocking
this privilege, this access to limited
power and consumer items, must
·seem to those with more limited
privilege than our own. It is difficult
to correct the psychological damage
done to us by a corrupt power structure which rules through the technique of divide and conquer, tossing
out larger and larger crumbs to
those more faithful to the system or
those closer to the I naster's feet.
I t has been said that the trick is
not to hide from your privilege but to
use it well. We must learn to recognize our privilege, harness it, and
utiJjze it to deszroy that very privi,

Clinstopher Columbus:--Great 'explorer, avery-good
example of one lost idiot or a ruthless .murderer?

.

personal discussions, depressing as
this thought might be, we talked
about the
idea that in terms of the general consciousness of the people there seems
to be a lack of the type of racial
analysis that has been developed in .
the U.S. Unfortunately, from our
perspective, at least within the circles that we run, in the U.S. we seem
"Capitalism offers
lack a highly developed notion of
something to eoeryone, to
class (not to mention imperialism).
everyone of us has our The first thing that one must admit
is that when we come here we are
chance to sellout."
coming from an imperialist empire.
We come here with- bullshit (baggage) we are" not conscious- of.
.' We, as peop~,--1i\ling_Wlt~alized, of U.S. society. But -we can
in the belly of the beast have been
not afford to forget the larger picture... On the international front we
. are . the. house .__~la_~es .-Q~ th_~~New ~~WOW COUltl-liti-J,ive·--64oIC40·.........'--...World Order." While It IS true t h a t .
•
hat
many of us rem ain ghetto-ized .in hlmself know~ng w at
to everyone, every one of us has our
chance to sell out.
In terms of the "American" dilemma' those of us born within the U.S.,
many of us can bear witness to our
powerlessness, to the fact tha~ we
are the disenfranchised, th~ margin

internal colonies, U.S. forei~ policy

ensures·thatourpeople~m~more
severely oppressed outaide of Its borders. We must never forget that
there are literally milkions of our sisters and brothers around the world
who need us to fight:the good fight

•

------_._---_._--

•

kind of deranged, psyhotic murderer he
C

'"

2"

was.

--------

.

,.

From, our little corner of the struggle
we salute you in yours,
_'
Que Vivan Los Zapatistas.!!

.............
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DJD YOll KNOW THAT EARlIQH HAS A

HArr'AN cum»

Baruch College

Women of Color Netwqrk
Presents

Argentine Tango'

A~£ yOU

HAfflAN AND P~OU1)'

Lecture and Demonstration
Date: Thursday October 22, 1998
Time: 12:45~2:30
Place: Room 1541, 360 PAS

expedition in August, where the
Canter for Marine- Conservation in
Washington reported that there
were new findings of unique ecological findings, the Haitians government and its community at large
have risen up at large to assert that
LA Navasse is their possesion.
To help in the fight a team of
Haitian intellectuals, historians,
and scientists have formed the
Navassa Island Defense Group. The
historians have been gathering documents from Spain and France doc- .
umenting that this island was considered a part of Hispaniola as early
as 1697-noted in the Treaty of
. Ryswick and then reaffirmed in
1795 in the treaty of Basel. To this
date; the _US has not presented any
documents to state their claims.
The defense group has steeped up
their efforts in order to present their
case in front of the world court:the
United Nations.
But recent reports of Haitian fisherman who had been turned away by
-- 'us. a;oidie~8· ~ho prevented them
from landing to repair damaged
oars have further added flames to
this ongoing controversy..

By Sergy Tabuteau
You know the United States of
America is so shameless it's disgusting. Just when i thought this country couldn't possibly piss me off more
than it already has, it accomplishes
just that.T mean, even Its chief representative, the president, is an adequate example of what this country
truly stands for. When he should've
been taking care of foreign policy
(Translation: bombing, gassing, and
the extermination of people in other .
nations) he was concerned instead
with wrapping his hands around
some freshly hatched intern.
Even the wife, who seemed to be
doing an excellant job of maintaining a .strong image in spite of everything, is even losing the support of
so many feminists who were eager ~
stand by her.
Well, just like there's smut in the
White House, God knows how many
of their closets are fulled to capacity
with skeletons when it comes to foreign policy.
It is especially irritating given the
fact that that this country continues

G~ ~ 11~ ~ O~ 21 ~ ~~ 2D1S
~ H~I ~ffRESHHENTS

WfLL E£ S£~VEl)!!!!

N~ ~ ~, -U'ftl:4~~~~~ ~
H~q~

Refreshments

REMEMBER C'£ST
L'UNION QUI FAIT LA
FORCE

MWEN ANSAM CHAJ
PA LOU

to call itself a democracy when its

foreign policy cleary demonstrates
quite the contrary. To elaborate, in
this article , we will focus '
on what
.
the United Stes has done to th~
island of Haiti lately and how its
sunken to a level so low that it will

aruc

US Interior Secretary of Sta.te,

Bruce Babbit was then quoted as
saying that the US Coast Guard
would shoot at any boats approach:- .ing.the island. US Ambassador
~.~-' . ~Caruey -aIso- stuck .his. two
;.'

",

.;..

-.

•

'.

..:'"". . . . . .: - . _ . :,,;:.'-••

,~'-"

-'-••• ,

",:' •• '

.....

~-::... -._ .•

J': ..... -_.

,.I

....

steal their DOO-DOO. Make no
States had governed the island since
mistake,. I am not.speaking in .eso1858, and that it would be better for
teric terms. I am talking about the
training: a ship captain named Peter landed there, the Haitian govern- Haitian people if they payed more
fact that the United States is threatment sent a military helicopter attention to their internal problems.
,
ening to go to war just so it can go Duncan.
Humph! I tell ya' if I was there I
According to the imperialistic whose occupants got out,planted the
around stealing people's bird shit.
worldview, Christpher "Come Bust Haitian flag, and broadcasted pro- would have responded by telling him
You don't believe me? Read on..-.
Us" Columbus, "discovered" the grams from Radio Free Navassa. that at least OUR PRESIDENT
There is an island called Isle de
doesn't have a problem with running
island in 1504. Soon after, phos- But like roaches running after a
Navasse, that the United States
around sticking his private parts
phate and bird droppings (otherwise crumb that has fallen underneath a
would love tro put their grimy little
known as guano) were prized as fer- table, they still remained. And you into the oral crevices of the palace's
hands on. Located 40 miles west off
interns.
tilizer and used to make gunpowder. know what, they're still there.
of Haiti's southern coast, it was
See you next time peace...
In 1865, Congress passed the US
Despite
the
position
of
the
United
declared by United States as a "marGuano Act, which in the true spirit
States, this country has no d~vel -of biological treasures. " La
of imperialism, allowed the United
mentation whatsoever to prove Its
Navasse is a biological and ecologiStates to steal any uninhabited
claims. Every Haitian constituti~n, .
cal habitat for a variety of extremely
.".
guano-rich land as US te~tory. ~ot since the revolution .: ..::...:
:~.: .':' ,,;\
:. .
rare population of 800 species anibothering to ask any neighboring _ has included the :'.> .: . :..~.. . ; ..
mals and lush vegetation some of
nations as to who claims ownership, island of Navasse as . .: .. ::
: .:
...........
which can only be found on this
Duncan erected Duncan's Navase part of it's dominion. : : . >::'.:.::.. :.':: :..-:.:.::::
",
'. .i:
island, including two species of Phosphate Company and, stole The only Haitian w. .·:.·..:
...... ..
"~'.
. .: ...
lizards who were previously thought
...
guano from 1858 to 1899.
. ..
Constitution
that ;}./::'.::..:.~~:~.::~:;~/ ::~.,
to be extinct. According to US scien.
.: ..-.. ..
In 1889, a revolt broke out among
does not mention it is ~<:'=:::;::'
.
:
::/~
.
tists who trespassed on the island in
.••..•.,
: ••.••.•• «
exploited Afrikans that wer~ born in
the
invalid
one
that
-«::·:'t::)):'~:·.
--eIuly, the waters surround:ing i~_h<:>!d America and ·that were brought to
some of the most pristine coral reefs
the island to mine the guano. Two was writt~n up dur- :~./:~:~::::~;:~~>f:;·~~;<
ing the Illegal US ~.>.:<:~.:. ;::\::~.:~~)
in the Caribbean. (By the way the
supervisors were killed and during
.
'
f ::::.::.::::~:.~.~)::-,~~~~
0 ..:::::>::::~~':~:;.i-,.
rest of the island used to look like the trial of the workers,.the fact that occupatIon.
·:V:.
this too but when you add a dash of the island did not belong to the H a it i ( 1 9 1 5 - 19 34) .~y;.
Woodrow ..:-.•.<>
·>~~t
European -imperialism and watch . United States was brought up and when
everything blow up you can get one nearly threatened th-e entire validity Wilson illegalyoccu- :\f
-·k
Pied and like nobody's::~f.;;
pretty messed .up island.~
~.~~ -.
of the case.
business rewrote the .,+ .
But besides being phsyIcally beauThe Haitian government was ini- .
. The ~~t
tiful it is also a very strategic point tially unaware that the US had constitution.
president .~.
.
:~.
for the United States, militarily slithered onto their.island. Emporer Haitian
.' . .
"~;":..
~?~':
speaking. In 1857, it ~cam~ m~re Faustin I in 1858 sent two battle- directly following the .~
ithdrawal of US .~~UIlc1e Sam,Why
't ~ou -I. .~ e
of
worthwhile for the US to sink Its
ships and confirmed U~ presence:
~ps, immediately·:~Baitialone, aDd~wbile)'01l'reat",-caD i hav8
teeth into this new prospect.·
.
Yet the invaders remamed. During
. tated the island ~my reperatiOlls check please. The 'tWO mules
The reason that the. US eve.n the 80's, a confrontation occured
knows about this Island, however, 18 when8fter a-hundred US troops
In response to a an ":
.
.
thanks to a thief grandwizard in

Student
Academic
Con~ulting

Center
taffed by friendly and knowledgeable
Peer Consultant Tutors, the Center
offers students opportunities to gain
better understanding of their
coursework. Working either one-to-one or
in small groups, tutors provide general
CQMrse_ review.---p-[e~-exam .preparationand
post-exam support.

. ;• •

utoring is available in a number of
subjects including accounting,
biology, chemistry, economics, ESL,
finance, languages, law,
mathematics, OPR, history, physics,
sociology, Spanish, speech, and statistics.

,.;
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"
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elp in writing. is available in all
disciplines in the college.

"

;

'."

A .-

SACC

is located in Room 1304, 18th Street
Call 212-387-1607 for more information.
Hours: Monday to Thursday, 10:00-9
Friday, 10:·00-5
Saturday & Sunday, 10:00-5,17 Lex-Room 1007
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Dear Mr. AdamCoozer:
Mr. Coozer, I just want to say one thing
before I begin writing this letter. What you
will be reading from below may affect you
in some way but this is not a hate letter. I
want to make this clear and sweet.
I have been reading THE TI CKER for
almost three and a half years an9. I am
proud to be their bi-weekly reader. But the
article I have read from the September 16,
1998's second issue is the most sickiest
article I have ever read of my Baruch
career. I'm not even sure if this article is
factual! I thought to myself, "What have
our students' voice publication becoming
ofl?" As I was reading this article, a sickminded giil,"Sarah," having oral sex with
her dog, "Brownie," while you were
masturbating, I found it very offensive. Mr
Coozer, this is a college-newspaper publication not Playboy or Penthouse!!! Sir, you.
are a very talented writer but keep your
crazy sex's life to yourself!! Baruch College
is an institution of higher learning not a
brothel!
I'm so sorry to write this letter but, as a
Baruch student, I must preserve the goodname of THE TICKER's. However, thank
you for taking your time off from your busy
sched ule to read this letter.
Sincerely yours,
Jeffrey Woo,Lower Senior
...

..

and you looked so innocent...

Dear Jeff,
Thanks for Writing. I admit that the reprint-. .
ed column (I actually wrotethe Brownie story
three ago and it has seen publication. in about
20 e zines and underground publications since)
is definitely tasteless. You don't have to sell me
the idea that some of my stories are a bit overboard, even though they are true (I've lived a
hell of a life, Jeff. You wouldn't believe some of
the stuff I'v.e seen and 'been involved in, but
that will all come out in future issues)..
. While I respect your opinion, I'm a little bit
Confused about why· my column, ~giveil the rest
of the crap that's printed in the Ticker, came
under your guns. You've mentioned that you've
been a reader for over three years. Haven't you
learned by now that the Ticker is anything·BUT
a' literary, intelligent, and tasteful mag? The
reason why I became involved on its staff was
because I .was sick of the terrible crap thatwas
being printed. Instead of sitting back and firing
off a letter of complaint, I actually got off my ass
and contributed something. Now of course, we
enter the debate of whether or not my columns
are raising or lowering the quality of the paper.
That's left for the reader to decide; and though I
choose the former, I respect and encourage
allopinions and feedback.
.My writing touches a lot of ground, and future
columns could be anything from rants on any
topic to personal musings to even stories about
my sexlife. Some will be mellow, some off the
wall. But all of them will be interesting ann
will hopefullyentertain (or create some sort of
reaction) from the reader. Thanks again for.
writing. Anyone who wishes to write me can d..
so directly at Coozer@juno.com.
Sincere ley,
Adam Coozer

Want to avoid the flu this
year?
We can help!!

Caribbean Students Association
.
West Indian Cultural Club &
Table Tennis' Club
.

.

.

'".
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Come and get your

tnvittes

FREE FLU SHOTI

·Baruch's Caribbean Massive
to their
- ••••-1st Party of the Semester . . . .

-

Tuesday, October 20, 1998 "

FLAG PARIY '98

on
October 16th, 1998'
360 PAS, 14th floor

Rm 1543
360 PAS

5:00-10:00prn

12pm-6pm
We'll

t~ke

!JA bAek to

lie "A~kwA!I

J7'~ "c2\.vY 7 .Jtl'!.le

I.'
Student De.,.lopment &Counseling

"",,,,,"hd:;,*WO'71.~~

The Guyana 21 Plan- A Student's Perspective
of doing his task. Members in the
audience said that the Guyana 21
plan is all about capitalism and
nothing else.
As the event got on its way,
Stanley Ming talked about building
Guyana into the 21st century. He

group of people who shared th- ,..' t:':'
ideas and agenda," said P!l~:~lJ;";
Phillips ended his presentat:»n [,,telling the audience to SUj.J}'· ,:'~
Guyana 21 plan and to help rebUIlt
"One people, One nation, One de..:tiny."

mercial roads that would connect
Brazil and Venezuela to Guyana.
He also spoke about housing and.
commercial areas such that it will
create new shopping malls, as well
as market areas, cinemas, restaurants, and other facilities that will
help Guyana to function. "Guyana
21 plan propose to renovate Timeri
airport and build a new international airport that would allow touristism for the 21st century," said
Ming. Some members in the audience seemed to dislike this proposal
and questioned the Guyana 21 plan.
Why have two airports in the same
town? However, most of the audience supports the Guyana 21 plan
and hopes that the PNC can act on
it.
Eric Phillips presented the second
part of the proposal of Guyana 21
development plan. This plan according to. Phillips will help: Guyana
achieve an increasein annual economic growth rate, create thousand
s of jobs annually, and attract millions of US dollars in investments.
Phillips mentions that the plan will
focus on developing Guyana's 3
major counties. "If we are successful
with this section of the country, then
we would be able to expand development to other areas of the country,"
said Phillips.
". Guyana will also have the opportunity to interact with countries like.
the United States and Japan. "The'
Guyana 21 plan was created by a

are leaving their home and foundation behind is because of crime. The
murder, burglaries, and other criminal activities that are currently
occurring in Guyana are unbearable
for the people.
The community
wants to see releif from crimes and
rioting. Many argued that Hoyte
failed from doing so. Even though
Hoyte said, "1 want to cut the crime
rate down and create a better environment for the people of Guyana,"
The people, however, do not trust his
words. They want to see new agendas and faces.
The People Progressive Party and
The People National Congress have
been controlling Guyana on and off
since Guyana gained its independence in 1967. According to the people
its time for changes and they want a
group of people who have more new
ideas, one that has a perspective ~n
what is currently going on In
Guyana. Since the early 80's the
PNC and PPP have been talking
about changes but," it's 1998 and
things have gotten worse. What
Guyana needs right now is not development but, better police forces and
schools. The country has to make the
people feel safe in order for the people to live there. At the rate Guyana
is presently moving by the year 2010
there will not be anyone left to iive
there.

e aruc
a ege
Early Learning Center provides child care
for children aged 2 1/2 through 5 on

SATURDAYS,
hours: 8:30 - 2:00 p.m,
This time can be used for class or study.

You may pick up an application at the
Baruch College "Early Learning Center
lO4Eastf9lh-S treet,·
(telephone # 387-1420/21)
or the Office of Student Life
360 Park Avenue South, 15th floor.·
This is a pilot program for Fall 1998.
.
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Clubs and organizations span .a wide Ta!lge of interests.
There is something for practically everyone. . Membership in a ~lub offers you a place to meet new
people, as well as an opportunity to develop important communication, organizational and leadership
skills.
Choose something that interests you or start your own
special interest club!

e come!
Day Clubs meet on Thursdays, 12:25 - 2:30PM (Club
Hours). See Club & Organizatian List for locations
of meetings, or contact the Office of Student Life,
Room, 1512 in the 360 PAS building, 802-6770, for
more information.

Evening & Graduate Clubs meet at various times. Call
the Office of Student Life, 802-6770, for further
information as· to meeting times of Evening &
Gradu.ate groups, or stop by the office, Room, '1512
in the 360 PAS building. See Club & Organization
List for locations of meetings.

*TBA--Location To Be Announced.
Revised August 1998
SUBJECT TO CHANGE

~.:.

.

....

Life welcomes you to Baruch College. Your fellow
classmates exhibit a great deal of initiative, energy
and imagination, the nature of uihidi is displayed in
the clubs, organizations and activities the} provide.

..

-.. ", . ~.~' :-:., .. :-~. ~ ;..... ~ •., ".

.

On behalf of our 100 plus clubs, the Office of Student
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Day
Accounting Society
:
26th Street 814
Actuarial Science Society............................................................................. 18th Street 1503
Advertising Society
26th Street 826
1902
African Greek Lettered CounciL
360 PAS
African Students Association
23rd Street 310
1904
AIESEC (International Assoc. of Students in Economics & Manag-ement)
360 PAS
1908
Alpha Phi Delta
~
360 PAS
American Marketing Association
~
26th Street 829
Archery Club
23rd Street 1321
2054
ASEDOM (Dominican Students Association)
:
360 PAS
Asian Cultural Exchange
23rd Street 1011
Asian Students Association
23rd Street ~ 1012
Awakening Club
TBA
1926 .
Bangladesh .Students ASsociation
~.~
360 PAS
1862
Baruch Achievers
······································· 360 PAS
1818
Baruch Association of Russian Students
··
·
·.360 PAS
Beta AI pha Psi.. .
26th Street 1000
Bio-Med Society
· ·..····· ..23rd Street 404
Boxing Club
·.. ·········.········· ~
TBA
Business to Business Marketing :
26th Street 831
Caribbean Students Association
360 PAS
1716
Celtic Club
···..··..··
TBA
Chess Club
· ··· ··..··..··..·· 360 PAS
1451
Chinese Christian Fellowship
23rd Street 311
Chinese Student Association
23rd Street 1304
Club Caricom
23rd Street 1420
Club India
;
23rd Street 1004
Computer Information Systems Society
···
··..····26th Street 43J
Corporate Communication Organization
TBA
DSSG (Day Session Student Government)
·..··
360 PAS,
1531
Encounters Literary Magazine
TBA
F'r
.
.
1 ipino-American
Club
23rd Street 309
Finance & Economics Society
26th Street 640
Gamma Phi Rho
················.·
360 PAS
2056
Gamma Rho
360 PAS
1938
Gay and Lesbian Alliance
23rd Street 1008
Gen X Graphix Club
···..·..··
26th Street 1017
Global Business Society
26th Street 825
Globe-- The International Club
· ··· ·
360 PAS
1922
Golden Key National Honor Society
360 PAS
2017
Haitian Cultural Society
~
360 PAS
2015
.Health & Fitness Club
~
TBA
Hb
.
.
.
e rew Cultural
Club
~
··
18th Street 1202Hellenic Society "Sacrates" _
2 3rd Street 1001
Helpline........................... ............•......••.........•..•.. .
360 PAS - . 1548
Hillel...
. ---'---;~.-26th-Srr..eet-- -641
...................................
Hindu Students Council.
'
23rd Street 1002
Hispanic Society
360 PAS
1421
Hong Kong Students Association
··
26th Street 425
Indian International Club
~·· ·
23rd Street 1322
Int~rvarsity Christian Fellowship
·..··..·..·
360 PAS
1910
Italian Society
360 PAS
1412
Jewish Student Alliance
26th Street 643

Kappa Phi AIpha
KOACH
'
,.
Korean Christian Fell~;~hi~·.· ·.·.· ·.·.·.·.·.·.· ·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·

.

:

r..:':

23rd Stre.et
360 PAS
26th Street

Korean Students Association
;
23rd Street
Kung Fu Association
23rd Street
Lambda Upsilon Lambda
.'
~ .. 360 PAS
LASO_(LatinAmerican Students Organization)
~
360 PAS
LAY (Latin American Youth)
~
360 PAS
~ri
.
~
~()Il ••••••••••••••••..••••••••..•••• ~ ••••••••••••••••.•••••.•.••...••••...........•.•..•...••.•....•..•.•.••.••
~6() PAS
Malaysian Students Association
23rd Street
Management Society
~
-,
~ ..... 360 PAS
.Multicultural As'
.
sociation.............•.................................•.............................
23rd Street
Muslim Students Association
,;
2 3rd.Street
NABA (N ational Association of Black Accountants)
360 PAS
National Association of Nigerian Students
TBA
.
New Generation ~
:
:
18th Street
Newman Catholic Society
360 PAS
NYC Church of Christ Society
23rd Street
Pakistani Students Association
23rd Street
Phi Beta Sigma Society
~
:
23rd Street
Phi Eta .Sigma
26th Street
Philosophy Club
18th Street
Photography Club
TBA
Polish Student Organization
:.. 26th Street.
PRID E (Puerto Ricans for Involvement, Development & Enlightenment)
360 PAS
Psychology Society
18th Street
Roleplayers' Guild
TBA
Sage Investors Society
26th Street
SEEK Society
~
TBA
SHRM (Society for Human Resources Management)
360 PAS .
Social ~ Political Club
26th Street
Sociology
Society
'
TBA
. .
Soul Survivors
-:;.
26t.h street
S ~eh Club
.
11 •••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••..••••.•••••..•..•...•...............••..•.........•.......•..••
TBA
Student Parent Association
18th Street
Students for Students
~
26th Street
Table Tennis Club
360 PAS
.'I'aekwendoClub
·.~
:~.~
·.. ~
~ ~
TBA . Taiwan Students Association
TBA
Theatron
23rd Street
~i£:~er

~E>() l?~t;

Travel, Entertainment & Leisure Club
·
TBA
Turkish Student Association
TBA
Vietnamese Student Association
23rd Street
~~-Ba~ch C<>llege ~cli<> t)~ ~ ••••...••••...•...........••..••.•...•....•••......•..••• ilE)() J>~
West Indian Cultural Club
:
360 PAS

--

-_.

- - - ------ - - - - _ . _ - - - - -
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902
1511
1302
211
1421
424
1102
749
142~
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Utilities continue to
hit new highs and
have outperformed the
S&P 500 by 20%
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The lower the market has gone in
the past few weeks,. the more utilities have soared. Utilities have outperformed nearly every other sector.
Year-to-date, the Dow Jones
Utilities index has returned 17.37%.
Its ironic that utilities have powered ahead of nearly every other sector, especially since almost all
investors have lost interest in them,
considering them to be ''too conservative." Even widows and orphans,
the staunch supporters of utilities
historically, now look for greater
returns in blue-chips such as CocaCola and .General Electric.
Why have utilities done so well?
Joseph Kosinsky, Professor of
Finance at Baruch. College's Zickl~n_
School of Business, explains that,
historically; utilities tend to perform
well when interest rates are at low
levels, as they are currently.
''Being on Wall Street since. 1972,
my observation is that utilities are
interest sensitive assets. In this particular market, one of the major reasons .driving long tei-m_~nd prices
up, and their yields down, is the
flight to quality by international and
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utilities were rewarding investors
with a high yield. "And capital gains
[for utilities] come, to make the dividend yield in line [with other income
assets]," Kosinsky added.
And rise utilities have. On October
8, the NASDAQ Market had a startling 1,326 new 52-week lows (companies that had their price decline to
their lowest point in 52 weeks, on
that day) and one new high, according to Dow Jones. What was the new
high? An internet stock? No. The
lone star was Connecticut Water
Service Inc., a small water utility
serving 31 towns.
. Ali this positive price movement
has allowed utilities to creep up on
some Wall Street radar screens,
where they have been abseht--~ordecades.
Chris Vulliez, an analyst at
Brahman Capital Corp., a New York
money management firm, is a bull
on utilities.
"Utilities continue to hit new highs
and have outperformed the S&P 500
by 20%,"Vulliez said. Yet "as a group
[they] stlIrtrade at very re-aS<inable
continued on page 25
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implemented
the
structural
changes envisioned by Trotman.
Nasser, the efficiency and cost-cutting president, is Australian-born
and of Lebanese descent. He has
been credited with Ford's turnaround, and will
day-to-day
operations. He will share power
with Ford, an arrangement that
has historically not worked well at
the company. .Nasser remains
responsible for automotive operations, and adds responsibility in
financial credit services and
Visteon parts-making operations.
He has also been instrumental in
hiring other top-level officers.
Over at GM, Wagoner is promoted
from one of the six presidential
council presidents where he was
responsible for GM's North
American operations, to CEO.
Educated at Duke University and
Harvard Business School, he has
worked at GM since 1977. He made
his reputation in GM's highly successful Brazilian subsidiary, where
he headed an operation whose vehicles were GM's most profitable
until the recent economic downturn. He comes to the forefront at a
time when GM plans to merge its

Ford Motor Company and General
Motors both made major changes in
top management in the last three
weeks. Ford will be headed by
William Clay Ford Jr. with Sac
Nasser in a power-sharing"arrangement, and G. Richard Wagoner Jr.
was promoted to the number two
position at GM.
Ford, 41, is the great grandson of
company founder Henry Ford, and
will become chairman when outgoing chairman Alex Trotman retires
at the end of this year. Nasser, 50,
was named president and CEO of
Ford. Wagoner, 45, will be president and CEO at GM, answering to
chairman Jack Smith.
At Ford, the changes come as
incumbent Trotman retires a year
earlier than expected. This will be
the first time in 18 years that Ford
will be headed by a Ford. Ford has
worked for the company since he
graduated from Princeton in 1979.
From a low-level financial analyst
to a vice-president for truck development, Ford has worked in practically every area of the firm, and has
been groomed to lead the company's future. He comes to the leadership position after Ford has largely

,
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rise, and thinks utilities will fall,
valuations with significant upside," since they "will suddenly" be . overhe added.
priced' in relation to Treasuries.
. Vulliez also points to the fact that "When interest rates go up, the
utilities have gained popularity prices [of utilities] go down, because
because "they are considered defenthe return has to come in line [with
sive stocks and have been a safe other dividend baring securities],"
haven for investors in this global
crises. Investors have' flocked to
utility stocks because of their cost
cutting programs, high dividend
Investors have flocked
yield, and significant sha:e re~ur
to utility stocks
chase programs."
Vulhez cItes
Unicorn which sells electricity to
because oftheir cost
approxi~atelY 3.5 millio~ people in
northern Illinois, as a pnme exam- cutting programs, high
ple. Unicorn, which trades under
dividend yield, and.
the symbol UeM on the New York
significant share
Stock Exchange, closed Friday at 39
repurchase programs
1/8, down 1 3/4, but is up about 30%
since Janu 8.l1T.
.
'Ib be sure, not everyone expresses Vulliez's enthusiasm for the seche said. However, Kosinsky does
tor. Pr~fessor Kosinsky of the cOncede that if the Fed lowers interZicklin school fears that there isn't est rates once again, utilities would
much more upside left to utilities become more attractive.
after their recent run-up. The rea- " But whatever does happen in the
son for this, according to KOsinsky,
future to utility shares, they sure
is that he doesn't see bond yields are the shining light in this market
getting much lower than their curwhich is ailing from a ~ajC!r _b~ackrent levels. -Kosinsky-o expeets-bond
out.
yields to remain where they are, or
~
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A Night (Or Two) at the
Roxbury!
By Kin Ping Koo
The initial preview screening of A
Night at the R~xbury went awry
after a mere 20 minutes, much to
the disappointment of myself and
other members of the press. During
that time, those in attendance had
to lip read several scenes and then
visualize a few more before the film
projector called it quits for the night
- this only three days before the
heavily publicized film's nationwide
debut. I had to catch the movie
again at a later date. Perhaps being
subjected to those same first 20
minutes once again has shaped my
critique- Not only are most of those
scenes the same snippets that are
shown in all the commercials, but
the feeble humor certainly does not
stand up to repeated viewings. This
movie is a great example of how a
good joke can be so beaten and battered till it's no longer funny.
A Night at the Roxbury is a
spin-off of the popular -Saturday
l'light Live skit of Steve and Doug
Butabi, played by Will Ferrell and
Chris Kattan. The Butabi brothers
are two socially inept fools that
delude themselves into thinking
they're cool. This movie expands on
their head bopping adventures,
showing us why they may be the
losers that they are. They
. have a
wealthy and harsh father who owns
a silk flower shop and a blond bimbo
for a mother (played by Loni
~

Anderson). They share a bedroom,
wake each other _up by shoving
Twizzlers up each others' noses, and
possess mirror image wardrobes.
Image is everything in their world
(Los Angeles of course), and sadly;
the Butabi brothers just don't have
the right image.
The action revolves mainly around
LA's club scene. Steve and Doug's
goal is to get into a club that they
have been rejected from time and
time again: the ultra hip Roxbury.
They vow that they will gain access
somehow, and we get to watch them
prepare for their dream. Oh baby. I
guess some people may consider
watching grown men spray paint on
sideburns, trim nose hairs, and
pulling off each others' back hairs
funny.
Naturally, that isn't enough to get
them into the club. Especially since
they keep wearing the same corny
outfits! Anyway, after a little car
bumping with Richard Grieco, he
takes them into The Roxbury to prevent
lawsuits. Not like the
Buffoon brothers even thought of
suing him. After riding Grieco's
coattails into their dream, everything starts going -their way. They
meet the owner, Mr. Zadir, a man
who always thinks his ass is being
grabbed, and two gold-digging
women have sex with them since
they think -the Butabis _must be

.

-

The Abby Jaye Band:.
"Cream! Cream! Cream!"

any

continued on page 35...

AbbyJaye.

By DavidLoI recently had the chance to interview Abby Jaye of The Abby Jaye
Band a group on the verge of signing a record deal. Their- style of
music is a throwback to the days of
J~ Hendrix and Janis Joplin, with
the exuberance of contemporary
rockers. This is my chat with the
lovely Abby.

David: How did the band get started?
Abby: Hmm, I knew I wanted to put
the trio together, I'm a huge Cream
fan and I put out ads for both bass
players and drummer. The drummer was the first person that I had
hired. I said, I know at least I can
get a really good bass player and
after the drummer is set, and we
didn't stay long with the drummer,
but Brian was the next per~on to
- come on. When I spoke to Bnan.on
the phone I knew it. I just knew It.
David.--Hl)w-did-th~name TheAbhY
Jaye Band come about?

Abby: It wasn't my idea. Every time
I used a band name in the past, people used to always call it The Abby
Jaye Band. So I just figure?, I. gave
up- I might as well do what s simple
and what people are going to aSSOCIate. I prefer not to, but it's a band,

it's not just me. I'm but a third of it.
Because it's a trio, both positions are
important, if not more important
than what I do, but because of the
ease everyone would call it The
Abb; J aye Band. I gave in to public
pressure.

David: How would you describe
your music?
Abby: I think that the description
would be commercial rock, very
blues based, but with a definite
throwback to the great bands to the
'60s like Cream, Hendrix, that kind
of a vibe, so it's got a retro vibe but
it's still commercial, but modern.
David: How close are you to being
signed to a label yet?
Abby: (laughs) I need the crystal
ball for that one. That's the one
thing that nobody knows. It's like,
you never.know what's in that powdered stuff that makes your coffee
light. Nobody knows, but it just hap~s to doit. I don't know. It could be
- thatwe-llav-e-some-record company
and people are coming down. They
know we exist. We have a really big
presence in New York. We paper the
city with our ads. We take out
Village Voice ads. Lord only knows
what they're taking~I couldn't even
continued on- page 31n.
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It>~Not!

By Vanessa Singh'
Daphne du Maurier's most
memorable .book Rebecca, was so

,

.

riveting and enthralling, that its
imagery is still clearly etched in my
mind many years later. It is difficult
to forget the haunting visage of
Maximillian's late wife or the
sprawling grandeur of Manderlay.
Staying true to du Maurier's classic novel, the film version, entitled
Don't Look Now, has only brought
her work to life. It is hard not to
expect the same standard of 'excel-

between' them is even further illustrated in the film's Illogical ending,
which would not have happened if
there were clearer lines of communications open between them.
Perhaps, during the seventies,
Don't Look Now, was considered a
gothic cult film but today it could
only be perceived as that in the most
broadest and general sense. The
appearances of two psychics in a film
do not make it occult, neither does
the beautiful gothic architecture of
Venice . make it gothic. It is a good
representation of that genre of film
during the time but it is difficult to
appreciate during a decade when
reason and logic are strongly
adhered to in any storyline.

Upcoming Concerts
,

I

ByDavidLo

Who: Semisonic
When: Saturday, October 17
Where: Irving Plaza

1.

2.

'?

~':.~:¥(.-~~;/,-f~e:

Who: Fuel
When: Sunday; October 18
Where: Bowery Ballroom'

3.

Who: Seal and Paula Cole
When: Wednesday, October 21
Where: Radio City Music Hall

4.

Who: Alanis Morisette
When: Thursday, October 22
Where: Hammerstein Ballroom

By David Blanks

5.

Who: Soul Coughing
:
When: Thursday, October 22 and Friday, October 23
Where: Irving Plaza .

6.

Who: Julianna Hatfield
When: Friday, October 23
Where: Bowery Ballroom

7.

Who: Air
When: Friday, October 23
Where: Giant Step

8.

9.

10.

lence associated with her name, but
this movie based on a du Maurier
story tends to prove otherwise.
Don't look Now, a 35mm print of
Nicolas Roeg's 1973 original
release, presents us with a couple
devastated by the loss of their little
girl. The two search for meaning
and purpose in dreary Venice, during the cold and even drearier
months of winter. What may have
passed for a dark gothic occult tale
during the seventies just doesn't
pass the bar in the nineties (not
unless it was hovering just barely
above the ground). The psychic sisters encountered by Julie Christie
(playing the grief-stricken and
gullible Laura) are first portrayed
as sinister cackling witches, and
then as prophetic angels of mercy.
Imagine how the plausibility factor
would
pl ummet
if
Whoopi
Goldberg went from Marilyn
Manson to Mother Theresa in
Ghost.
Where would that leave
Swayze and Moore?
"
Even more irksome, is the interplay between Christie and Donald
Sutherland(playing her hubby,
.John). The impression is given that
they have a deep and meaningful
relationship together where they are
highly attuned to each other's
thoughts and emotions. This bond
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To those blinded by darkness, I'm
a flash from 'a bright flarel
Things are never as they seem,
was Kin~s dream really a' nightmare?! Kids - growing up and
. they're trying to be like Mike! But
if Mike wants to be White, then
he's not my a-alike! Goodness
gracious, is DX a racist?/ No,
never that I've seen myselfin others faces! My blood bears their
traces/ Many lines of descent! All
I'm saying is to be true to selfand
repent! Why did- Musa have a
hard time with the savage?! Why
do I try? What the rck is on my
cabbage?lI see opportunity and
grab itl I want to ride that carriage/ Out of this realm and into
one that I can manage ...
And now, without further ado, we
present the conclusion of DX FILES
EPISODE X: THE CHOSEN FEW.

Who: Suicide Machines
When: Sunday, October 25
Where: Tramps

A. tremendous explosion causes
David to clasp his ears as once again
hp finds himself hurtling at magnificent speeds through a tunnel of light.
Tli-:v come to a stop and David can
hu rely see. The atmosphere is gray
cni! d ismal)

Who: Depeche Mode w/ Stabbing Westward
When: Wednesday; October 28 and Thursday, October 29
. Where: Madison Square Garden
Who: Rob Zombie w/ Monster Magnet and Fear Factory
When: . Wednesday, October 28
Where: Roseland Ballroom

11;

Who: Rancid
When: Thursday, October 29
Where: Roseland Ballroom

12.

Who: Cheap Trick
When: Thursday, October 29
Where: Irving Plaza

13.

Who: Garbage
When: Friday, October 30
Where: Roseland Ballroom

If!y sPaCeMaN s Y
(syb@cyberdude.com)
http://members.tripod.coml-nakedhighway

are not ready yet. You are but a
newborn. Try that again after you
have retrieved the golden fleece.
Until then, I wouldn't do that if I
were you.
(David is now wiping his face, spitting, trying to get the bodily fluids
out of his mouth. . He stands once
again.)

David: (Pleading) What does this
shit have to do with me?
Omniscient: It has everything to do
with you. You caused all of this carnage. Look around you and admire
your handiwork.
(David looks around in total disbeIief)
David: Me? I did this?
Omniscient: Well not by yourself of
course. It was you and your Guns,
20 of them, and including you, there
are 21 Guns to be exact. Come, let
me show you.
(David reluctantly follows the
Omniscient down a path and realizes
that the path that he is walking upon
is what used to be 125th Street in
Harlem. As they move past the rubble David's eyesrue met with sights
that would make a hardened warrior
cringe. Bodies burnt beyond recognition Lay in front of what used to
places of prosperous and detrimental

Femafee
David!' David! It's me thought Go4 didn't like ugly? She
Precious! Remember me?
was so pretty, so sweet, so ...
(Big 'Nice smacks her across the face Omniscient: A defiled heart causes
so hard it echoes over the desolated
impurities to seep through the
landscape)
pores. You were blinded by emotion
Big Nice: You will address the . and couldn't. see her true form .
General as Dasun! Dasun, b*tch! Justice shows no emotion and
David is no more!
vengeance feels no remorse. Logic is
Precious: Please, DASUN! Have deadly, but emotions are suicidal.
mercy on me! Please, just let me go! Set them free, in self find your
What' about my family? You know redemption!
they depend on me. They will be lost ( An explosion, the Omniscient dis.without me! They need me! I am appears and once again David clasps
their only source of support. ~ They his ears as he is hurtled through
won't be able to manage without me!
time and space. He hears what
Remember my family? You used to seems to. be sirens and awakens in
like them. Let me go to them.
the back of an ambulance. He tries
to move and realizes that he is held
(David looks into the eyes of the down by restraints attached to all of
General and knows instantly what is his limbs. He sees a paramedic to his
running through his mind.
The left)
General is remembering her kisses
and how soft her lips felt. He is David: (To the paramedic) What the
remembering how soft her body felt hell is going on !?! Where the f.j:ck
in his arms. The General drops his are you taking me !?!
eyes for a second, then quickly looks Paramedic: Don't worry, your safe
back up, his cold eyes now burn with now. You hit your head. Do you
fire)
remember speaking to your girlfriend? She says you said you are an
-General: (Calmly) You're right. I
avenging angel. Don't worry, we are
wouldn't want them to suffer. Where taking you where all avenging
are they?
angels are kept safe.
Precious: They are in the land that David: (Fighting against the
you call Pelan, my lord.
restraints) I don't want to go any. where. T'rn fine. Let me go~ You are
holding me against my win ~

Davi d: (Scrunching up his face)
"What the Fck is. that smell? Damn!
.... Paramedic: "You.r girlfrien.d is coreIt smells like broccoli and Goya bean
cerned about you. We'll let you go as
farts marinated with vomit and
soon as you see the doctor. We just
excrement!
want to make sure you are all right.
(He trips over something and falls.
David: Is you ig-NANf!?! I said I'm
He looks up and is looking into the
fine! Let me go!
Paramedic: I can't. You have to see
eves of a dead man. The. blood comthe doctor. It's not in my hands
ing out of the bullet hole in his head
.David: (Furious) Mothaph"cka! Let
is dried and caked up and a trail of
me go. NOW! I have things to do
ants are busily mooing in and out of
man. I don't have any time to waste
his uide open mouth.')
with some doctor. (He
viciously
Sh"t '
fights against the restraints)
I He quickly gets up on his feet and
Paramedic: Calm down.
t h rough the fog, just a little ways off,
David: F*ck you. (He harks and
"Manifesting pure animal aggression's my· profession ..."
he sees two vultures fighting over a
spits in the face of the paramedic, he
human eyeball. To his left, to his
General: (Aside to a small but
exchanges. He makes out forms of. bulky dark skinned soul-jah to his
manages to get one of his arms free
right, dead bodies surround him.
men, women and children. No one left) Nutt, go quickly and liquidate
and swings at him) LET ME GO!
ThC" stench of death upsets his stomParamedic: (To the driver) PULL
has been spared the sword. They them. (To Precious) Let your soul
ach, he cannot bear it, he keels over
OVER HE'S LOSING CONTROLf
travel for a distance and stop at rest assured that they will not"suffer
(J n d regurgitates.)
(After wiping his face, he reaches in
what used to be the General Grant
. .
Omniscient: Oh, feeling sick are
without you. Neither will you have
to a cabinet and produces a needle.
Housing Project. --He can see activity to live any longer tormenting you:we? Keep it real, as you say, and
He sticks it into a small jar and
in the distance and as they get closer self with their fate. (He puts .out his
toughen up. Welcome to the day of
extracts the fluid from it, pushes it to
he makes out 21 men standing at the right hand and instantly ?' nin~ miljudgment. (He lifts his arms to the
tip and squirts out a few drops just
outer edges of the demolished com- limeter pistol is placed tnto It. He
-Jeies : The
battle
fields
of
as he is joined by his partner)
plex as what appears to be. young cocks back the pistol and aims it at
Armageddon:
David: What the fi'ck are you doing?
ghetto soul-jahs are. rounding up Precious' head)
David: What the fuh ... What do you
Don't stick nothing in me! This is
survivors and herding them out Precious: NO! Dasun! Dasun! I lis... Sh*t, this isn't happening. (He
against my rights. I refuse medicatowards the Hudson river: In t~e tened when you taught me! I told
d raps to the ground, holding his
tion!
middle of the 21 with ten._J?en to his others! I taught others in your
head as if he were in agony) This
David: (Excitedly) Wait, wait, wait,
left and right David sees himse~f ~r name.
I helped people in your
can't be real. This isn't happening .:.
wait, wait! Corne on man. I'm sorry,
. ·t- '2 The man resembles him In
name!
I revealed truth in your
lS l: •
tHe suddenly receives a vicious blow
just let me go, I'm all right, I don't
every aspect save for his cold eyes name! Why this?
to his face that makes him see stars
know anything about no angels.
and aura of strength. He exu~es General: I must confess, I never
and he tumbles over. He looks up
Sh*t, I'll be an atheist! Just let me
power. David feels as if he has Just knew you. (He pulls the trigger n d
a nd sees the Omniscient standing
go. Please!
.
stepped out of the shc:de ~nd into the a loud report follows leaving
over him holding the severed arm
. Paramedic: (To driver) Hold him
bright rays of sunsnLne. )
Precious with a hole in her forehead
responsible for the bloio.)
that blows out the back of her shul].. down!
---Omniscient: Come to your -senses..
(The drive~ grabs -David's arm. He
o~niscient: Behold! The 21 Guns. The men let her body .drop and
Have heart, did you really think it
fights back, viciously, spitting at
(Just then a female in tattered cl?th- David can see the look of surprise
was going to be rosy?
'.
them and hitting them as hard as he
ing breaks free from the soul-Jahs
clearly etched upon her face. The
David: (He recovers and rises to his
can with his free arm. They finally
and runs towards the 21 men. She General hands off the pistol to his
full height) What the Fck. is wrong
subd~e him, and as the driver sits on
gets within a few feet when. the t~o right and then stands motionless ~s
with you! . (He lunges at the
his arm, the paramedic injects hirn.)
men flanking the other Davld spring if nothing has occurred. David,
Omniscient who side steps at the last
David: Mothaph*ckas! (He spits
at her and grab both of her ~rms, appalled, turns to the Omniscient.)
minute and foot sweeps Daui.das he
again) F*ck ya'll! I'm a sue you all!
forcing her to the ground. Da~ld recDavid: ( Emotionally, almost at the
breezes pass. He falls hard win.,ding
.
the two men.
. .as Big. Nice. frand point- of tears.) Why did I kill her?
up face first in the midst of a disem: - ogn£zes-l,
continued on page 37
Ken Dogs, two of his partners om She ·was beautiful! I loved her! I
boweled adolescent female.)
back_ in the day)
Omniscient: Come now, David. You
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I Know What U Did Last Halloween (Featuring OSL)
Bye.Kir021@Yahoo.com
Date: 10:39 p.m., Friday, October 30, 1998.
Location: East 25th Street, Library, 2nd Floor.
~n~:

Awyrw, mon amis! This is so boring! I was supposed to be bungee. jumping WIth the Kappa Phi sorority tonight! Hmmm, I heard it was bikini
night! ARGGHHHHH!
Richie: Hey! This is all your fault. We have 5 hours of detention!
Reno: Shut-up FABIO! It wasn't my fault that' no one told me not to stuff
that pig specimen with that weird-looking green stuff
Jomo: Reno! When Prot. Brinde mixed it-with tetrioxide...KABLOOOIE!
Curry piglet surprise! Couldn't have done it better .myself NOT!
Melissa: 000000000! That was you? Do you know how hard it'is to get
.melted pig's feet out of your hair? I'm gonna kill you RENO!
Reno: Somebody help? (Melissa'chases Reno around the room. While on purpose, Ainka sticks her foot out. Melissa then pounces upon Reno)
.Reno: Ainka! I'm going to kill you for dat! (Then Mayuko, Somsiri, and Sofia
enter the room).
Mayuko: Hey Melissa. What are u doing on top of Reno?
Somsiri: They call it Asian jungle fever! .
Sofia: Actually they call it "woman superior position on top."
Melissa: Oh mah gawd! This is not what it looks like! '
Reno: You got that right! Anyway, I always knew you wore bootleg Victoria's
Semi-secret Undies.
Melissa: You what?' (She' picks -up a chair to Jerry Springer Reno on the
head). (But all of the sudden, Tessa, with her 20-inch biceps, intercepts the
chair).
Tessa: Ok guys, that's enough!
Ken~: Hey! Has anyone seen Dean? We have to hand in our reports when
Prof. Brmde shows up at midnight...(Meanwhile, in the cafeteria lounge on
. the.first floor...We see Dean (the Man) next to some vending machines, pondermg what he could buy with .50 cents...Then a striking Jamaican woman
bends down to pick up her snack from the machine...)
DEan:Heyyyyyyy baby! You come here often? (WINKS at her) How about
you and me go to the mailroom and (SLAPS him across the faeel)
Reno: Yes! It's midnight! Detention is over! Ifwe still rush we can still make
it to the Halloween Party! So Maiya did u get Richie's "Austin Steve Powers"
costume, Jo~o's "~~b Marley"Super Fly" costume, Svetlana's "Ginger Spice"
outfit, , Dean s "Ninja Turtle costume, Somsiri's "Green M&M" costume,
James "Budweiser Frog" costume, Andrew's "Shaka Zulu's Grandson" outfit
Sofia's "Gabriel" outfit, Tessa's "Xena" costume, Ainka's "Miss America" out~
fit, ~~o's "Bo~~ Girl~ jumpsuit, Melissa's "Intern" outfit (including the
- '
Momca WIg), Julias, well, I forgot what she was going to get. Wonder B~~.
Woman? And my "Kenny South Park" costume?
James: Heh...Heh...Ghosts... That Andrew... (In the back of James head a
Maiya: Well ... Not exactly Reno...
body thumps on to the floor...As James slowly turns around... a rubber
Reno: Lemme see what u got for us Maiya... You got us all the same Scream
sledgehammer falls to another victim... )(Ding! 7th floor).
costomes?
.
Sofia: Ok Som. The exists up here are all locked up as well, lets get out of
Maiya: Well, I didn't have a coupon for everything else.
here.
Everyone: Maiya!
So~siri: Yeah, this place is giving me the creeps! Especially all those orienJomo.: This is j~st great! We are all going as the psychotic Scream family!
tation ~acks we use to have to make! (But just as they were about to leave,
Reno. Ok, lets Just get de Fargo out here. Skool is getting to my nerves. (As something creaks open the kitchen door...And a head of lettuce rolls out...)
the OSL crew attempts to walk out of the building...)
Dean: EEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEK!
Somsiri and Sofia: ~HHllliHlllIHHHHHHHHHHHHH!It's going to
Reno: Hey Dean! You know you scream exactly like Somsiri when I first attack! AHHHHHiIHHHlllI! *PUFF* *PUFF*
HHHwrote dat poem for her. What's wrong? Lose your five-year-old condom from HHH~lllI! (But di~tracted from behind, The Baruch Slasher emerges
your wallet?
from behind them and Just mashes their heads together... ) (Ding! 6th floor).
Dean: (Pointing and teeth chattering) Da...Da...Da... Da...
Tessa: Kendra, I'll take the right side of the computer lab while you take the
~no: Holy shiet! Somebody just killed the security guard?
left.
Ainka: Ahhhhhhh. Some thing a student can only dream about but can't act Kendra:. Ok but ~scream" if you see something. (In the silence of the darkupon.
ness, a flicker o~ lights appears on the monitors. Blinking. And blinking. As
Maiya: And ~es! By the. position of the knife, the killer was right-handed!
each comp~ter SImultaneously turns itself on, on grim message is displayed
An~ew: Maiya, how did you know the killer was right handed?
across their screens. "I KNOW WHAT YOU ALL DID 'LAST HALMalya: Be~ause he was stabbed on the right side. (Everyone simultaneous- LOWEEN..." But as Tessa and Kendra try to turn th
t . al
h
e macbines 0 ff... an e I ecly slap their hands upon their foreheads).
floc ) surge socks then both...And they too fall to the ground... ) (Ding! 5th
Somsiri: O~ people, we have 'to get the hell out of here now! (Then all of the
oor.
sudden the library goes completely dark and the main doors are mysterious- Ainka: 000000000000, this place gives me the hee-bee-gee-bees!
ly sealed shut.)
~ayuko: SHHHHH! Do you want to get us killed?
Richie: (Clicks his cigarette lighter on for some light).
Ainka: Heck no! I can't die tonight! I have a church bake sale to attend to --- - ---------Reno: Great! I knew that FABIO's weed smoking lighter would come in tomorrow and...
handy someday!
'
Jomo: Hey isn't Prof. Brinde supposed to meet us here? (A loud scream is '
continued on page 32...
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Sick: A Novella Part One
by Adam. Coozer (coozer@juno.com)
I'm sick. I. got a cold that's totally kicking my ass. Maybe it's not a cold.
Could be strep, .coul~ be influenza. I don't want to go to the doctor to find
out. My ~~r 18 this fat fuck, who makes his assistants do everything and
he gets pissy if you want to talk to him. personally.
"What is it now, Adam?"
"I think I have hypoglycemia."
"I'll have the nurse give you a shot of vitamins in the ass." And then he
hurries away, and I don't see him again.
. ~ ~er to everything is vitamins and holistic non-vitamins, like
SIben~ gmseng root. ~ swear T think he's getting paid commission by
Natures Bounty. Everytime I go there, whether for a check-up or a virus or
even to get referred to a surgeon, this is the procedure: An assistant takes
my bl~ pressure, another assistant checks my ears and throat, yet another assistant grabs my balls, and finally the nurse gives me a shot of vitamins
in the ass. If I don't forget why I'm there, I usually ask to speak to the doctor.
"What is it now, Adam?"
"I think I broke my ankle."
"Come back on 'Tuesday,"
"But you're not here on Tuesdays."
'1 know, but my assistants will be here.. In the meantime I'll have the
nurse give you a shot of vitamins in the ass."
'
My old doctor' was nicer, but he was a pervert. No matter my illness or
symptoms, he'd command me to take off my clothes. All of them. I figured all
doctors made you do that, but after I told my mom, I never went back.
I'm still sick. Sicker, in fact. I tried going to work today and I threw up
on the train. Throwing up is the worst illness symptom. Give me a runny
nose, congestion, and diarrhea anyday. So I took the train to the next stop,
got off" and took a cab back to my car. Called in sick and slept the whole
day. I didn't take my temperature, although I felt a fever. My sister always

<:-

To be continued (next .Ish baby)•••

The Abby Jaye Band ."Cream! Cream! Cream!"
continued {roTTJ, page 27..

start to guess. Hopefully .utlfl!
David: What venues
played in the past? .

J
-.i.

have you

Abby: Pretty much any place that
would have us in the city. We played
everything crom Downtime to
Pyramid, to Meow Mix, to Bitter
End. Anyway that we could get into
a place that would ~ a bluesy rock
band that won't complain too much
about my amplifier, we'll play..

I

.

....

"A'1'~ '.' '~'x

David: Are there any special
moments or memories that you can
eenjuro up while being in the band?

Brian: I can think of about ten right
now.

Abby: Brian Telly, our bass player is
going to embarrass me now. Go for it
Brian! (laughS)
Brian: Well there's the legendary
Liquid where we met the wackiest
people in the world.

~-

I'd be a veterinarian. But I work
with a lot of animals .now (laughs),
so maybe I haven't gotten very far
from it. But I've always been into
music and it's something I've always
wanted to do. I have these home
movies of me dancing at two years
old, my mom goes, "Dance for the
neighbors!" and I danced. How horrible!

bad
problem
for
awhile.
Embarrassing stories: I was wearing pink velvet platforms and fell off
my wah-wah pedal. What other
things? My hole at the top almost
flipped off at Downtime two shows
before. I try to block those things
from my mind.

David: How does it feel to have yOW'
songs finally being played on rotation on the radio?

Abby: I've had stuff on the radio
. before, both nationally and internaAbby: Oh yeah, those were the tionalIy, 80 it's not the first time. But
David: Have you played at any moments of the drummer auditions. what's really exciting about tha~ is
shows outside of NYC?
After the first guy who we had the response to it. In one week, we
brought down before Brian was actu- moved twelve notches, and these are
Abby: With this band, no. With this 'ally in the band. This guy just pro- peoplecaDing in who love it. The
project, we're concentrating on the gressively got freaker and freakier.
~s really dig it. It's an independent
city,aad we'.-e-goiDg-to-LoDg Island--We-justreally-~biJn go. He.. , -_release -It's not some slick rer,mt
and Jersey, and start breaking into couldn't work with it female in the compan~ 164-track thing. It's kind
the Tri-8tate area - but because our band and he just basically thought· of raw and Pm real pleased that peogoal of this project is a record deal., we didn't belong.in music and I cor- pie are digging it. Call and request!
we want to start to hit where the rected· bini. (Brian 1augI&s) So we
record companies are. I personally had extensive auditions., We audi- David: If you bad never been in a
don't think anyone is scouting Long tioned everything from ~ band, YIhat wouId'you be doingtoday
Island, but it's a good idea ~t we junkies who bad no tempo, and these instead?
play there just for the fan bue and guys played for famous people and
peopleWbo-·clon~wantto-trawil. - _··~-·-eoaIdn\ even count, .:let a1oDehave--Abb)v. wen-rm.JlOta good dancer# 80
any meter. So we had a realb;- really that's DOt it. I loveaDimah; maybe

..* W ~
~.
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eard from above...And a large corpse lands in front of them...)
,Sofia: ·EWWWWWW! It's Prof. Brinde!
.
.'
. Sv~tlana: Is he dead?
Mfyia: Maybe someone should check his wallet.
Ainka: For what?
Maiya: To se~ if he has any insurance. Because if he sues the school, we'll
lose our jobs.
Everyone: MAIYA!
Reno: Hmmmmm. The Bursars office and the Registrars are closed. So it
can't be suicide.
. James: He was kicked off...
Mayuko: How do you know that?
James: Judging by the square ratio of aerodynamic portions times airspeed...
,Everyone: IN ENGLISH JAMES!
James: He has a KICK ME sign on his back and it's signed by the Baruch
Slasher...
Reno: James that was great Sherlock Holmes observations makes me
. wanna look in his wallet too.
Tessa: Reno, I just tried to call my eight boy friends, but the phones are
dead.
Reno: Ok gang. We are going to spilt-up and try to find an emergency exit
outta here! Dean and Maiya, you guys take the 9th floor. ;James and Andrew,
take the 8th floor. Somsiri and Sofia, take the 7th floor. Tessa and Kendra,
take the 6th floor. Mayuko and Ainka, take the 5th floor. Svetlana and Julia,
take the 4th floor. Jomo and I will take the 3rd floor. And Richie, you'll take
this floor.
Richie: Hey! Why does everyone get a partner and I don't?
,
Reno: Because you're on a different payroll. DOH! Didn't you read last issue
man! Some friend you are! Besides you want Julia to be your "I can't see in
the dark pinch u in the ~ butt" partner fine, but...(Richie takes
off)...Richie...(Ding! 9th floor)
.,
.
Maiya: Hey what's that chattering sound I hear?
Dean: Th... Th..That's my teeth. It's cold up here.
Maiya: Sure Mr. I-So-Macho-Man. It's 70 degrees up here! Well Reno said
that we have to go across this room and see if the emergency exits work.
Dean: But that's soooo far down! And it's dark too!
Coozer: Man this blows. Noone reads this crap.
Maiya: Well I want to get out of this building you baby! You can stay here
and keep the elevator button warm. (She leaves).'
~ean: Hey M~ya! Wait up! I don't want to die in an elevator! Reno laughs
his ass om Maiya...(All of the sudden, a ghost like figure pounces out of the
darkness, and Dean is heard no more...And all is left is a yellow stain on the
carpet..J(Ding! 8th floor).
Andrew: .WoOoOOoOoOoO! Any ghosts up-here? Who ya gonna call?
.
James: Cut it out Andrew. Everyone with an IQ over 200 knows that there
are no such things as ghosts.
Andrew: Yeah.: Yeah. You check out the Registers, while I'll check. in the

_-

._.~

David: How long do you plan to be
in the band for?

Abby: We're all in this forthe long
haul. rm not letting anybody go and
no one has a choice because I knOw
where they aD 'liva (Brian laughs)
This is the band t:hat:s goiJ;Ig to get
signed.
_n

Darid:1see.j;bat in.~ hio,it says
that you have WOIl several awards
from ASCAP, and BjJ1boa~ can you
tell me about it?
Ahby: ~ Billboard bas an aDDUal .....1 jting COIltest for 1JD8igned
arl iets As a group I elite; ed. iLljust
wanted to see,
like -wtwteV~.·I
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The day was coming-to an end and I was awaiting your arrival. It seemed
like an eternity, like an absolution that would never come. The atmosphere
was cold and the darkness filled all the people with the desire to go home and
cuddle under their sheets. It was one of those days where anything was possible and nothing anyone could say or do would have changed that. The room
inside was bright and warm. It felt like a hot summer day where everyone
anxiously waited for the moon and stars to come out, but it was took forever
and the time seemed to stand still. As I .raised my head, I saw the crowd
gathering around someone. I never saw you before and I didn't know who you
were, but I had the privilege. of hearing about all the wonderful things you
have done. I was intrigued....
.
As the crowd scattered apart, I saw something beautiful, something that
God Himself created with His own two hands. I saw you! From a distance
you look like an angel; an angel who is tender loving, caring, and inquisitive.
As you adduce yourself in my direction, I was aghast. I started to panic. My
mouth got very dry and I prepared myself for our greeting. A small amount
of wind came from your direction upon my body and I smelled the light angel
scent that was coming from your direction. As I turned and walked away into
the bright room, you followed me along with our friend.
As our friend introduced the. two of us, I knew that you and I were meant
to be. As you shook my hand I felt the urge to hold you and never let go. My
body felt so weak and dismantled from your beauty. I sat there staring at
you, but you did not notice me. My heart felt like an active volcano an~ you
did nothing to stop it. The time you spent was very short, but to me it seemed
like an eternity. You got up slowly from your chair as if you did not want to
get up, but it was time for you to go. As you turned to say good bye I looked
into your .eyes and I saw someone who was beautiful on the inside. Your lips
were the first thing I fell in love with, but that did not matter because I
thought I would never see you again. So I ripped out your esophagus.

\

It took weeks before I had the privilage to see you again and that night
seemed like a dream. There were days where I prayed to God asking Him for
you and I to be together. I sat up at night crying and hoping that you would
run into me, but nothing happened. I had faith in the holy divine and then
one day, He answered my prayers. My heart was filled with joy and tears. I
knew that our paths were meant to clash. The next time I saw you, it was a
sunny day. You were standing in front of the college. You and I looked at each
other so innocently. You approach me and ask me to go somewhere with you.
I did not know where you were taking me, but I followed you anyway. My
mind and body were so confused. I did not know what I was doing. The next
thing I remembered, the time was up. You were leaving me again, and I was
sad. As time passed, we kept running into each other and we became very
-elose-e-Glese enough for me to rip out your tonsils. -~ -- -- - - -I remember as if it was yesterday. It was a rainy Friday and I was sitting
on a bench. You came over and sat beside me. We started talking and the
next thing I knew, we were going to see a movie. Little did I know, you wanted to be my friend, but I wanted more than friendship. I wanted your love
and understanding. For the following weeks we started to "hang out," and
you took me to places where no one else had taken me before. You and I grew
close to each other. The early walks and late talks. The times we spent
together were the happiest times in my life. Only two things had mattered
in my life before you came along - God and my mother. You became the most
interesting and intriguing thing in my life... I gave you my heart without you
even knowing it. We would have long conversations over the phone. For that
entire month we disappeared from everyone and everything around us.
Because I kept you hidden in my closet.
I would go home at night and cry because I wanted to be with you. I wanted to hold, comfort, and care for you. I wanted to lay by your side and fall
asleep with you. I wanted to hold your hands and tell you everything was
going to be okay. I wanted to feel your lips and warmth 'of your brea~~. I
wanted to hold you in my arms and take you away from this cruel world and
show you happiness-but these things were impossible because you were with
someone else. I knew about your involvement, but I was hoping for a
miracle ...
To be continued...

Next Issue Deadline:
Oct. 19th
All submissions accepted only on disk or
via email: confuchsia@hotmail.com
Please don't send crap. I mean, c'mon, we
have enough already.
Call the Arts Editor
(212) 802-6800

continued from page- 30••.
Mayuko: Ainka look out! (A domino of razor sharp bookshelves-comes tumbling down!)
Ainka: Hah! Ainka the vampire slayer escapes death once more! Mayuko?
(All Ainka sees is a shadow towering over Mayuko with a huge textbook in
his hand).
_
Ainka: Hai-ya! (The Baruch Slasher sways to his left as Ainka crashes into
some more books. And soon the same book too 'strikes her which befelled
Mayuko. Ironically, the Slasher drops the book next to the girls...And the
book was titled 'Headaches"...) (Ding! 4th floor women's bath room).
Svetlana: Julia, why do you hate Reno sooo much?
Julia: 00000000000 I just hate his stoooopid Jewish jokes! He asks medium questions like; "Is there such thing as a bullet-proof yamaka? Or, how do
you know if the air is kosher or not?"
Svetlana: Ha! Ha! Ha! But you know he's only kidding!
Julia: I know, he is but what ticks me off is that I can't answer those questions! Like last time, If Monica Lewinsky was with Clinton, do you consider
that kosher meat?"
Svetlana: Ha! Ha! Ha! Too bad he's not Jewish. He would have made a good
Jerry Seinfeld.
Julia: Quiet! I think I hear someone coming in. (As loud steeled backed foot
steps clack there way into the women's room ...the lights go out...a strange
gas seeps into the bathroom...and another two become victims ...)(Ding! 3rd
floor.)
Jomo: Reno! Why are we hiding behind these bookcases?
Reno: Cause when the Baruch Slasher shows up, I wanna smack him over
the head with this chair! (Then all of the sudden the masked slasher pops
out of the darkness!)(Valiantly both Reno and Jomo fought their attacker,
Jomo clocked him high while Reno clocked him low. Their team effort was
flawless, but the Slasher cheated while he was being defeated. He pulls out
a gun and shoots both Jomo and Reno 'right in the chest!)(2nd floor...and the
last victim standing...)
Richie: I can't believe I let him talk me into this? What was I thinking?
Ahhhhh. Now I remember Yanka beer. The best... (Then all of the sudden a
shadow dashes by him)
Richie: Oh my Slovakian beer gods! It's the Slasher! Hey, listen tome! I work
at this spy office and I can get you some help! Just don't kill me ok? (Then a
miracle appears from above as a textbook hits Richie... )
Reno: (Sleepily) PSSSST! That bastard tried to drug Jomo and me! I found
the others in the storage room. I need you to create a distraction!
Richie: And how the hell am I going to do that?
Reno: Take that crappy green rubber band outta your hair and spread your
arms out! (As the Baruch Slasher slowly approached Richie from the front,
Richie does what Reno says and plays along. And as the emergency lights
finally kick in, Richie is drenched in white light...)
Baruch Slasher: GASP! It's Jesus!!! (The Slasher drops his knife, and
begins to hugs Riche's legs).
Richie: Rise my sent You have done nothing wrong! Go--ou-t and give y-Ourself
up, my son.
Baruch Slasher: (Angrily) What do you mean give myself up? I did this to
make point! Only the strong survive!
Richie: Man, you are one sick mutha f*****!
Baruch Slasher: (Picks up his knife) Your not Jesus! I am going to cut your
heart out for that! (As he plunges the knife deep into Richie's chest...Reno
gives the signale to everyone else as they bombarded the Baruch Slasher
with everything from chairs, tables, books, and even a toilet seat.. .)
Reno: Richie! Speak to me! (SLAP! SLAP! SLAP!) Hey, that felt kinda good!
Damn he's not breathing! Julia quick! Give him some mouth to mouth!
Julia: Hold OD. I'm putting my best lipstick on...
Richie: NOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO!
..
Reno: Ok Julia you can close your mouth now. You son-of-a-batich! How de
freak did u survive that knife attack?
Richie: I snuck a six pack into the library and hid them in my hairchest.
Camouflage.
Reno: You butt-cheese! I oughta...
Dean: EEEEEEK! He's still moving!
Ainka: (Drops a computer on the Slasher's head). He dead now! (And they
alllived...well... sorta, happily after.,.)
Reno: Hey! I thinx I can still make de Kappa phi sorority's bikini bungee
jumping contest! Guys?.....The End....

Spaceman Sy says...
Ah ... October.. The leaves are turning brown , the d ays are ge tting .s h orter... an d t hi s tim~ around, we're presented with the return of Whale and
Me~t Bea~ Manifesto on to the music scene, among others.
FIrs~ up IS the beloved Swedish group Whale, with their new masterpiece
All DlSCO Dance Must End in Broken Bones (HutlViruin R
d) Th
's titl
bi
bA.
ecor s .
e
lb
a urn s I e was a It of a shock to me, as my band Naked High
h
CCD·tsco D anctng,
. »
, w a y , as
a t raek c all e d
Never mind.
Whale burst on to the scene in the mid-'90's with their hit "Hob H
.,
"
h
·
·
0
umptri
Sfob0 B a be, t e VIdeo for which featured singer Cia Berg flashi
h
· kin b ' · ·
ng er
b ra~es, IIC
g oys armpits, and slapping them on the ass with a lollipop.
Their 1995 debut, We Care (Hut/Virgin Records) featured an eclectic mi . f
r?ck, f~, and ~p-hop. Their latest effort showcases a new sense of m~;:
rity, ,,:hilst sportin~all~ the chaos and humor which makes Whale so special.
The hip-hop flava .IS alive and well despite the departure of production whiz
Gor~on ~forgot ~s last "name) on the first two singles "Four Big Speakers"
and Cryzng at Airports, both of which feature -Bus 75. There's more actual. singing on the album., rather than the.usual yelling Whale is known for.
Cia proves she more than a pretty face - she got a nice body too! And she can
sing... sort of. But guitarist Henrik dons the mantle of metal god on a couple of tracks as well- pretty heavy stuff from these nutty Norweigans.

Meat Beat Manifesto: A bunch f)f bald old people.
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Brian Jonestown Massacre: Another bad pun Dame. Like JOD
Cougar Concentration Camp.
Java Records label formed by Glen Ballard. Noteworthy tracks include "I
Call Her Vu=ious," "Catch a Falling Star", and
updated version of
"Rhinoceros". Diversity is an important element to this CD. For example,
"Catch a Falling Star, " features a woman singing the title phrase in an operatic style, while in "Third Mall from the Sun" sounds more like a Rockabilly
surf song. In "I Used to Manage PM Dawn", Block's lyrics are reminiscent
of what a record executives usually say, while the background effects make
it seem like the track was recorded in many different locations. Block has
accumulated great reviews, good word of mouth and has been played on
mor~_th~_ :45Q _~~ll~g~ radio _~ta~qns ~~tio~~~~._Theyye opened for bands
such as Brian Seltzer Orchestra, Bob Mould, and They Might Be
Giants. Ballard discovered Block from Chris Fogel (Engineer) and Amos
Newman (Java A&R executive). It took three or four songs for Ballard to
make Block the first project on the new Java Records label. Ballard is best
known for his work on A1ani~ Morrissette's Jagged Little Pill, the followup for which is due out November 3rd. All in all, if you're looking for a good
laugh, this CD is for you. Haha, yeah right. This is some sad-ass crap..
Frontman, Anton Newcombe of the Brian Jonestown Massacre is taking his job too seriously, releasing the band's seventh album in three years.
Formed in San Francisco in 1990, the Brian Jonestown Massacre has
been through 50 different members. The group's name comes from musician
Brian Jones, formerly of the Rolling Stones; and from the city Jonestown,
Guyana; in which a mass suicide took place in 1978. The Neo-Psychedelic·~
band has been influenced by Jones saying that he is "open-minded, psychedelic, trying new instruments. " Their '60s influenced psychedelic pop style is
also feattired on their indie albums including Methodrome, Their Satanic
Majesties and Thank God for Mental Illness. Strung Out in Heaven is sure to
be the band's signature piece. AnioD_N~w~Jn~ffi~DQ~p~~.$mgerlsong-

an

writer and multi-instrumentalist, apologizes for the sound of
the new album, saying that he
was working on something very
complex. In a recent interview
with
the
Boston
Globe,
Newcombe said "If I make a lot
of records that make people feel
good, that they can put on and
interact with their lives whether they're driving, having

Meat BeSlt Manifesto returns to their hardcore dance/industrial roots on
their latest effort Actual Sounds and Voices (Nothing Records). Meat Beat's
previous output has marked them as pioneers in the industrial/big beat
scene. A lot of the sampling techniques you .hear in modem "electronica,"
especially with groups such as The Prodigy, Fluke and The Chemical
Brothers, were influenced by Meat Beat. In fact, both The Prodigy and
Future Sound of London sampled the Meat Beat classic "Radio
Babylon, » which has been hailed as the root of today's jungle-techno genre.
Jack Dangers, the masteImind behind Meat Beat, has put togethet" an -- --se:'f;,.-s!1OO~~1l&-«---aH:-Ulle-El-9Elwe-
album with the strangest and most eclectic collection of beats and samples simultaneously, that's cool with
ever imaginable. Influences range from raga ~to salsa, from klezmer to zyde- me."
co, incorporated with voice samples from television specials of all things, as
on the first single "Acid Again." My favorite is -Living In Oblivion" - dark Deep down in the Cooz:
lyrics, minimalist beats and Jack Dangers' best vocal performance to date.
The most brilliant album of the fortnight comes from the Mexican-based In the ska scene, the best
duo Plastilina Mosh. The duo has produced a diverse record which sounds albums to come out in the past
like a true album., rather than a messy collage of random songs. The open- few months are: The Adjusters
ing track "Molestandos TIl Abuelos" prepares the listener for what may "Before The Revolution" (incredible ska-soul), New York Skaseems to be a spanglish Beastie Boys. album, but Plastilina Mosh throws a
curve with tracks like the jazz-inspired "Molestandos Ninos Muertos" and Jazz Ensemble "Get This, " and
"Molestando Pollos" The tatter-- features 'vocalist ~ singing- ~ -- the- - highly~anticipated new_
Japanese. Comparisons to Beck and the Dust Brothers are inevitable, as Scofflaws disc "Record of
the album is produced by Bong Load founders Tom Rothrock and Rob Convictions. » All out on 'Moon
Records, the greatest place for
Schnaph...but who cares. Certainly not me.. I hate this crap.
ska music! (www.moonska.com)
Annie Atlasman says•••
Disclaimer: Some of the
The New York based folk rock band called Block has released their new above might not be true.
album, Timing is Everything (Java/Capital Records), a fol.low-up to 19~6's
Lead Me Not Into Penn Station (Burning Bush Records). Smger/Songwnter
Eddie Vedder, or ~ they say
Jamie Block churns out a disc's worth of "altema-folk" tunes on -the new
Spanish, PlastilillG Moab..
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The Abby Jaye Band "Cream! Cream! Cream!"
friends. \Ve get in the faces of the
industry, a lot of the record stores
that report, we go. Always on 48th
Street. checking out new toys, new
equipment. Shopping! (laughs) Lot of
shopping, coffee and a lot of sugar. I
survive on sugar. I'm clean. have
never done drugs. exercise a rot. it
used to be a lot. (Brian laughs, And
~ list running- around doing a lot of
. <tuff.

continued from page 31 ...

big award. And I put it in the next
year. and I got, same thing, another
award. And I put in it for a third
year. And the reason I did this was
because record labels say to you:
'·OK. you play. you have a gooa iook,
. vou have these songs, it's all nice. but
come back with somethiriz. Show us
-."
'v .nat vou r b an d can co. ~no\v
U~ .YOU
c.m get airplay'. Show U~ you can 2'el
pr-ess. "So I did this for the record
:,~Dels. And I .zot
three vear s in a row:
,
1. ;:cot awards From Bilfboarci. : had
~'U tied out now not because I didn't
think I 'was going to go any further, I
just did it to make my point with the
labels like, 'Here, here look at this!'
and they're Iike.i'Uh huh:' You try
everything you can. With ASCAP
they have a lot of workshops and
they'll have, like at the New Music
Seminar. they used to have a hard
rock/heavy metal workshop. What
they do is out of the entire country,
they pick a couple tunes, they play
them and they critique them. It's
really prestigious, and I was picked a
couple of times. I was picked for their
pop/rock workshop in New York City.
I was picked for the metal one, the
New Music Seminar that was at the
Marquee a couple of years ago, so it's
great. These are industry people digging the song. They chose them out
of the people sending in from the
entire countrv, So.- vou know, veah!
~

David: In your bio, it says that you
have modeled, and appeared on TV
<ina radio. can you tell me some
things you have modeled for and
some of the shows you have been on
TV and radio.

~

Abby: I used. to model for a clothing
company that made rock clothes. So I
got the call to do that. We were on
Channel 9, one of those morning
shows, and we went to Connecticut
and did the Fairfield Connection,
which is another one of those morning shows, that have two hosts, a
male and a female. They also
brought up the music as well so it
was a good plug for me. In fact, I was
trying to get an endorsement with a
particular company and the guy had
said,"My wife, one morning, saw you
on this show," so that was great. I
also used to shoe model for some
major companies. I worked for Steve
Madden and we did appearances at
Bloomingdales and shoe shows and
stuff like that. You know, money to
David: What artists or bands have fall back to the band. So we did a lot
of TV with the modeling. And for
influenced you?
radio, an earlier demo that I had did
Abby: My favorite question: Cream: »n domestic. a lot of college stations,
-l..J.'1Q international: Italy, Germany,
~ream. Cream:
3eigium. France. ana Australia. ·vVe
..:....,;aviri: ~.\l1om \\·OUH.1 vou pay to ~ee nao strong airpiay. ~uropean compa.:,c:'"' a re very supportive of American
::-. concert:
"')<";'.:10S, anci thevre not so crazv tnat
Abby: Cream. Cream: Cr e am. "Oh. it had to be a siick master rinlaughs' 1. don't really get to go to a isn .' They 11 play mostly anything if
'~~ey dig it ana it rocks. They're just
.ot of shows ana stuff. because we're
roen "nh
...,
:.:\ 0U:::Y -vit.h vvriat We'-:-e coinz. 3ut -e~~~"
ci ; ••, • reailv
•
~ e~,'11
.. grve !TIe .J
~··~'U·'·\ +'rr"\~ ~ .rcam
...-~,....r
- - ~" ~aaehere
.....
u~ r--:n"'t.....
..... .:..1.1.\"..<..1_...
:.J ~ ::-. 1'1'"
....... ., ~':ltYazlne
(..4,.0
...... ,,,
'." .J..lle.l..:..
re
"~l()n
- ~a\" ~ric Claoton
":" ~ a v... -·:()U ~et nail a -oaae
x., 1 d. .
..:..::"'
. in a magazine
.
--..
.
......--,
zve r trrere. triev re more accepting or
',' .n ae r ..::JaKer play.
aCK .o r uce
- _~_"L~U
C'\'n(~('
';.....0"· "·0 t:1.;
L
l.,"':"_ ...~~ .. __ .\ (A.~
~.J.e ~":"..1.
.emaie musicians oefore our countrv.
--.
..
·.'.:UGing ~!a.y~ ~i ~ut un (ll~ ')wn :rurn .:() they","€: ;je£:-n \"ery i-:.eipful.
; ::nl i1enarlX s bana. so .i'm 81\\"ays
~est
, ::ere ...:...nything that I :hink that'~
,"'Jlly ~ood. '?:he:e are a coupie ·jl
.. -11l. \: :::'"Teat ~(jC0.1 ~anci~ that '1 can ae
Abby: ~Xei1. 'xe :r;ve ':0 pia:: ::lna ~t
~t ana see ~~ ',\·ei~. :\'lakes that
.:lIentional ~hiegm sound :-e!'erring doe~n': :natter \vnat n.appen~. ",'lhen
we're un tnere 'pla:ring. :t's the best.
:: J i'1er own banci~ You know, :her-e's
~. .Ve havp c1 C:"l?at ~:n:e ooine: '.vhat ',ve
..;:(~me real good guitar player:, ~n ::hE:
<ene but there'~ .;u~t :-lot ... ~ ':<'!1 ~ ":l). ~.Ve·r-(: ~r)l)~ :'rienus 3~ ,,,;f-'~~ ~t :()e~
.
.'
:::':e :l lot of the.. \. i1a t t~e\' '-':<.t~ ~ ::.e\'''~ey(;nu ~aml1"".
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cam ~ray :io nne c8unr--:Jia. \ .. :
\',,'ant to oe .:Dovea ',vnen I ~o :)ut. =
'vant that per~on to De ~o mucD :)et- Abby: "."')U .:.e\'f~~r ,..;.now ,"'nen :.he
light cit the enci of the tunne I i~ com~er than me . .: : \vant to iearn. I want
to watch. I \vant to be moved, not g-o ing. ~ot (":er:./one can ~eep the pace.
.)ut and be boreci. ·l~ou got to ct' You know ~()rnetimes. :Jeople just
kickin'. and there's very littl~ of that can't :,tick it out. it's a hard industrv
':ut there. I mean, vve play l)n jill:::-:. :t can be \'ery financially rewarciing.
\Ve see the other band~. ~-Iey. we'!"T at but it take:, 3 reall:v long time to get
:he club. If !hey \vere ~o 2'000. '·\'(,'0 ~here. To me. ~ome people go with
~he :::-:traw: ~he:,"d rather :nake ~50
:::it down and stay.
. .in£" c()ver~. "":~ou're !1ot ,2"oingto r::::'Jet
....
.
:'.avl·d·• \"li1--at'~
'i "~\' .~ '~"'- . nY'vhp!"E~~ doing that. \Ve're l')okinf!
(y'! 1
. . ;t ;i~K
.... <J;n
'-- .
···n ("It "\/f s ~bb" )-'''''e;
!:" .rhe SlOG !TIll rio\vn the :ine.. tna
~melJ(lov·.,;; 2"'lng to run r'or tn(- ~50.
. ' b y: An.
. , r~ ()f'tlee
"
,'·.0
.n ::hl' :::(;r:;;:1::
:Javid: H3\,(' '·'()U '!':er :-TIE':: ,1nV
~aughs I A ~ot of coffee: ~hC' Y-)a.nd
'\'orks hard. \Ve :eailv \vant ":\: -('7
::hi~ going. ="Yo one Just sits d()\\'!! ,tI1(i
says, ·When are the label~ ~()ln~ .... r·' .\.bby: Oh ~·('ah. '.ve hc:1\'I~' a :ot c!
;::ome?" So. we get ou t thl're :lI1C'i ,10 ~ :'riends m ~hl' :nciu~try. If \:ou're :n
lot of stuff. \Ve will drop stuff ail : ·\·l r ~he industry long enough. ~veryone
the city. \Ve just ~hov.· up, Sl"l' ()ur ~n()ws each l)ther. 1 got to meet
.,/
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Carmine who's from Vanilla Fudge
and Rod Stewart, an incredible
drummer. I got to play on one of his
albums that he released in Japan
and that was really exciting. The
guy's just fabulous, he's a great
singer, he's a great drummer, and
he's a great percussionist. I learned
on his session. And Motorhead .
those guys, I'm just a big fan of
Motorhead -- thev re friends of ours.
they always go to the concerts. they
know about the band. I know
Lemrny 12 years and he's just been
real supportive of what we do, and I
attend the N AMlVI show every 'year.
50 we get to meet a lot of famous
people. Michael Shanker. the guitar
player from local MSG, is an incredible guitar player. We know the
Scorpions too. If you're out there.
they know who you are. It's great,
because they like the stuff. They
believe in us too which means a lot,
that your peers accept you.

Davids What was your first concert
experience?
0

Abby: High school battle of the
bands. I think that would have to be
it. I was the only girl in any band
out of all these people, Everyone
hated each other and they wanted
to see you crash and burn. I just cut
my hair into a wild haircut the day
of the show and my band wouldn't
talk to me. I went up and sang my
guts- out and we won. Got the big
trophy at home somewhere, mom
has the trophy! rDavid: What was the turning point
.n your life that made you realize
that . "Hey maybe I could play
music and be in a rock band?"

Abby: I always thought I couid, but
nobody else did. Every time I joined
a. Dana, they'd be "How do you sing?"
='In like. "I'm a "-'zuitar niaver
.....J'- Thev
go, "N 0 you have a nice voice," and
::;:ev'd alwavs
....
-nush me UD- front. so
~':erv
time .1 ioined a band as a 0QUi.
.ar niaver. thev'd throw in this
-e·caiist and I had to ~it there 'with
. . . . '.' ~itar case c~osed to let some.."::.:y else play. _2Ul aH fem31e band-in
-.:=:e cny gave me the tlrst opportuni'-... 70 Dlav.
_... It ',vas a learning-- exoeri...
~h'
:-:-:e _. ey ~et :TIe play. ana even
:hough I don't like the all-girl thing
.:~ a novelty so i appreciate that. As '
v
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~

,~

.:~

tate.. I

~

where ',ve re
'-~lng~na
our
~lrectlon ana our
·-~·all:V

~
~
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~

~

~

~

e

Abby: \1'';e eat a lot! (laughs) What do
we cia relax? \Ve have Dart of the
band here. so what do we do?

~

~

"-

~

~.p.

continued on page

Brian: Well. what you do to relax is:
you only do tive things in a day
instead of 500 things. And what I do
to relax is sleep.
Abby: .laughs) I watch cartoons.
Cartoons like Pinky and the Brain,
The Simpsons. Yeah a lot of that. I
can't remember half of my lyrics, but
I could tell you dialogue of every
Simpsons episode. (Brian laughs)
You ask me, I know it. I could tell
you back and forth. And I do a really
good Homer impersonation, but I
won't do that!
David: What do some of the songs
from your set list and 3-song EP
mean?

continued from page 34..

and cold pills. I had seen a picture of
a famous model, who had married
someone, and down the line she
'
looked awful. I was like, ~at did
this person do to her life?" I guess
the point of this song is, not even
breaking up, but realizing what you
have to do. Once you realize, 'once
you make the decision, from there
on, it's OK. But you have to come out
of the haze and put the foot down.
And "Back to the Grind", it's like
having a fabulous great weekend,
and then Monday! Because' Monday
sucks!

..lo.

'onttnuea on page 35 ...

David: Is it nice to know that your
family goes to all of your shows for
moral support?

.
i
I,

.

V

~ow.

David: What are
:,'ou listening to
:-ight now this
T
. ~oment("
.. n
terms ot" favorite
"
'<loums.
Abby: I'm kind
nf in Derrick and
The
Dominoes
mode
at
the
moment. Bobby
Whitlock is an

Abby

with a guest appearance by
Richard Grieco, a personal
favorite of mine, what worked on
television is not that great on the
big screen. In fact, it was fairly
lame. For a comedy, this one is
worth no more than a few chuckles'.
One of the only things I found to be
funny was the music selection. The
songs were perfect for every scene.
Still, music alone doesn't carry a
movie. With no outstanding acting
to speak. of, maybe the exception
being Will Ferrell, and weak
humor, this critic says if you really
want to watch it, make it a
Blockbuster night.

The Abby Jaye Band
"Cream! Cream! Cream!"

Abby: "Lonely Child," I wrote part of
the song, about a friend of mine who
makes, this girl makes the worst·
choices in guys, and it just amazes
me -- and she's so attractive. She
picks the worst garbage. Especially
about the line, "I don't Bother with
their names" because basically
they're not going to stick around to
remember. like "Hi," I don't know..I
just kind of attribute it to her growing up. It was just a song to a friend
like. "I hope you get your life together." 'I Should Be Sleeping" was half
about me, and half about something
else. It was written in a time where
I was just, if I think I'm busy now. it
was nothing. like. compared to. what
it used to be like. I was recording the
demos by myself. I had no band. I
was scrambling trying to get it
together. I was going to be appearin~
at -a trade show so I was workin'g all
day, recording all night. gettin~
home so late. and taking perpetual
cold pills. Just functioning on coffee
J

2'7...

they think the Butabis must be
important if they are sitting with
Mr. Zadir. Well, every dog has his
day, right?
Of course, all good things must
come to an end, and situations turn
bleak for the pathetic pair. Emily
Sanderson, played by another SNL
star Molly
Shannon, steps
between them and ends the head
bopping fun. Don't worry, the
Butabis do land on their feet, as the
oblivious often have a way of doing,
and this movie does have a happy
ending. Does that make it a good
movie? Nope! Unfortunately, even

i
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:;
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~__

Smashed

Fl~sh

~

I

gooa. _ou
:..~iwa:vs grow. and
_'.IOU
_
0eret
alwavs
better. I just
~hink we're a lot
cioser to where
we want to be
1

l1)

David: What does the band like to
do to relax'?

real1V

~:ke

2_UlllL

incredible singer and keyboard player. Even though Cream didn't have a
lot of albums, there are a lot of
bootlegs out there, so I get to check
that stuff out. I love the old stuff.
Until there's somebody better than
that. I'll stick with that.

Abby: That's very recent! For years
and years, my parents used to be
"God you're horrible! You're going to
make it on your persistence, but
you're absolutely horrible!" Then it's
like, they would never come to my
shows, and they were like, "Oh God,
this is horrible, the life that you've
chosen for yourselfl" I used to try to
ream to ACme albums, and theY'd
be like, "Oh, can you please stop!" I
had done session work in another
band, and they never saw me live
and they actually came down and
said, "Oh my God, you're actually
good!" And now when they see this
band where I'm fronting it vocally
and playing guitar, they've always
heard what rve played. fm always
cranking Cream and cranking Jimi.
I would play things ~ and my mom
would say, "Shut that stupid Clapton
record right now!" So now they come,
and think I'm actually really good.
They're totally behind it now.
They've seen a lot of strides that rve
made. There are very few females
that really get support from equipment companies. I have some incredible companies'that I work with that
are supporting the strides I've' made.

Then they thought instead of being
on this side the fence, so yeah!
David: Are you working on any new
projects now? What lies ahead in
1998?
Abby: Yep, we're going to be going
back in the studio doing some new
recording. There are some people
that we're dying to work with, and
we're just waiting for them to get off
the road. We really want to get out
there and playa lot and support the
CD that's on the stations. So we're
going to be gigging and recording at
the same time, which may lighten
our schedule a little bit and do
everything. We might put something new out, but- we~e -got the
material, we got the shows, and pe0ple are booking us.

Dear GT/BT,
My flashlight doesn't work and I can never go downstairs to feed my
rats ...and boy are they hungry!!!

-

Basement Boy.
Brooklyn Boy: Take a look at these procedures ... they are VERY hard to follov:, so don't break your neck trying to do this: a) try turning on the light
SWItch or b) get a new flashlight. This works for attics and dark places too.
KoOlKiT:· Before I even consider responding to your blatantly idiotic question, tell me boy-in-the-dark, how did you ever find your way into this college? For anyone in need of such instruction, this is clearly the wrong school
for you. Try Special Ed., maybe they can help you.
,

Coozer: I once had a rat, I used to feed him cheese doodles. I loved him.
He's with Grandma now.
Spaceman Sy: Go down into the basement and keep your rats company. It's
not food they want ... all they need is love. If you live, please call me at 1-800KISS-MY-BUTT.

'Denture Dude
Dear GTIBT,
I have a big problem. I'm 20 years old 'and 1 wear dentures. Every time 1
date really cute chick and I start talking, my dentures fall out. Then they
think I'm lying about my age. What am I to do? Dentures are expensive, and
there won't be enough to pay for my college fund!

Help!
Teeth Trouble
Brooklyn Boy: "Teeth Trouble" ...don't call yourself that 'cos you have no
teeth. Don't wear dentures, Don't go out with .any cute chicks. Don't talk
when you're on a date. Date a cute deaf person and use sign language. Seek
help from "Da Golden Girls." I give you six valuable advices.

KoOIKiT: Don't panic, you're not the only one with major teeth ·problems.

David: What advice would you give
aspiring musicians?

Brian: Don't do it (laughS) It's a life

Kim Talk: My goodness if they fall out when you talk I can only imagine

long addiction.

what would happen if you made out with someone! Hellooo!! Polident?!?!? It's
an inexpensive way to make sure your clackers stay in your mouth. So go
spend a few bucks you cheap-o, before you make someone choke - if you want
to have a social life that is. If not, listen to Brooklyn Boy and date a more
mature crow.
---,----- -- ,------ ---- -- -

when I was 14 or 15 years old, you
sneak out of the house, but I was so
sure when I was 17; I wanted to quit
school. I was offered a tour at the
time, and fortunately it fell through
because I don't know how we would
have done it with the age, with anything in missing school. I think you
have to really look at it as a business. You just have to believe in
yourself a 1000 percent because no ,
one else does. Your friends a little
bit, your family, yeah, but ihe bottom line, you. You have to put up
with a lot. When people are standing there and shredding you to
pieces, you just got to go, "Fine," and
go away.

"'---

Nakedboy: Yo Space! No joke! I saw this thing on TV, where a bunch ofrat~
ate a whole freakin' cow ...sick man!'

Not every girl is going to freak over something like that; those that do are
probably not worth your time. As for what you should do/now, you can either
try a different bond or check out a few dental schools to see what can be
taken care of at the lowest cost to you. Try the NYU dental school over on 1
Ave. or 2 Ave.- it's the nearest.

Abby: Marry rich (laughs) What to
do, you got to believe that you're in
it for the 10
realize that it really is a long haul. I
used. to think when I was in a band

....

Coozer: God, I miss you Squeeky. Why did you have to die?!??

Spaceman Sy: If you. were gay or a woman, you would not have this problem. Need I say more? Either get a sex change or start dating guys. And
put on some Lil' Kim to get your partnerin ~e mood.
J

Hey kids, if you have a problem, real or Imagined,
send'em to our current
"Girl T~lk" and "BoY'Tafk~"
Email your comments and submissions
directly to us at confuchsia@hotmaD.com
Please be tasteful. You know, like us.
We're just th~ pinnacle of class.
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a place that inspires the mind.

Imagine that.
Visit www.EDS-Imagine-IT.com
and ask yourself, '.
(7 \YR'l~ <ID.U
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.,

-Imagine
Boogie Nights,
bt:rt 'funny!"

_

W®01)lf.

A more productive 'Way of 'Working

•t
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Escam:.
Nomadic lam
a drifter
seeking to root
myself in truth
down to earth
yet still aloof
Some try to unravel
mymystique
and seek
to label
the facade
the fable
while I seek
to remain stable

$304
,$223
S~22
Fares are RT Do not include taxes. Restrictions apply.
Are subject to change.

...

Council -Travel
-----"'
CIEE: Council on International
Educational Exchange

www.counciltravel.com

$5.00 each ...:' CASH ONLY!

A Trey Parker fibn

64

See the ultitnate feeI_ good

ITIOvie

October 23rd

>

Seeking to purge
myself
of the sin
and evils
that lurk
within
as orgasm
grips my soul
and I sink
my teeth
into your skin

Then
onceagam
I begin
to drift
but this time
I can't get away
--d,-ue-,ttrthe--Btr-engthof-your gri~
I will lie upon your breast
and into contented slumber
I will slip

U.,t;eet A~tJ,

7l,uUelf,d,
Some restrictions apply.

For information, or to purchase tickets, visit
STUDENT LIFE OFFICE
Room 1512, 360 PAS
Monday - Friday
9:00 am to 8:00 pm

Until I am captured
in rapture
this is my fate.
There is no escape.

-,

-DASUNX

.

~l_'~STJDENTOLIFi .
"'Student Development & Coun~eling

-DASUNX

You feel
my muscles tighten
and the sensation
of my passion
, -bitmgeuphoria overiding
the urge
to keep
my inner self in hiding

EXACT CHANGE PLEASE.

~

uke warm
our heart
tries to be frigid
and cool down
but as you know
amDASUN
and if it came to it
can heat up ,
the coldest corner
and make
OT the only option
ou would burn
if my flames
came
to take no prisoners
,""',,, 'tclee 'no 'names

and my dominant domain
may drain
those who claim
to be down for the pleasure
as well as the pain

Tickets are valid for one year at any

S ~Ie'

~CLARATIONI

I cannot ration
my passton

Making sex safe again!

_~

205 E. 42nd Street, New York
[212]-822-2720
895 Amsterdam Ave., New York [212]-666-4177
254 Greene St., New York
[212]-254-2525
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Where you work should be
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STARTS Ocr: 16 AT A THEATRE NEAR yOU.

I KNOW YOU THINK I REGRET NOT BEING ALONE
THAT I STILL HOLD ON TO THE MEMORIES OF PAST LIVES
, OF PAST ROLES THAT I PLAYED
OF PAST TENDERNESS THAT I FELT
OF PAST TENDENCIES THAT I APPLAUDED
YOU ASSUME THAT MY VEHEMENT ARGUMENTS ARE TESTIMONY
TO MY GUILT
THAT MY PERIODICAL BLACKOUTS ARE FILLED WITH
CORROSIVE THOUGHTS
BUT I ASSURE YOU THAT I HAVE WARDED OFF THE DEMONS
YET I STILL FEEL THE STING OF YOUR GLARE
WONDER IF MAYBE YOU STILL HOLD IMAGES OF YOUR PAST
S
IF MAYBE MY GUILT IS ,REALLy YOUR GUILT
BUT] CHASE l'HESE THOUGH7S AWAY MUCH LIKE THE SHEEP
ERDER WHO NOTICES STRAY FOX AMIDST HIS FLOCK
FOR I CANNOT IMAGINE THAT WHEN YOU AWAKE MY FACE
DOES NOT GREET YOU
THAT EVERYWHERE YOU TURN THERE IS NOT SOME
7'HlNG TOREMlNDYOU OF ME
GOAL HAS ALWAYS BEEN TO SELFISHLY INFUSE ALL YOUR
THOUGHTS WITH THE REALITY OF MY EXISTENCE
FOR WE WILL LIVE TOGETHER-YOU AND I-FOREVER
D HOW CAN YOU NOT NOTICE THAT ALL J DO 1$ FOR YOU-FOR
US... ?
WHEN I LOSE CONCIOUSNESS I DREAM ABOUT HOW TO
MAKE YOU 1fAPPIER
- ...,
ABOUT SHIELDING YOUR SHOULDERS FROM LABOR
D WHEN WE ARGUE I WANT FOR YOU TO SEE HOW MUCH I
CARE ABOUT OUR
BECAUSE IF IT DIDNT MATI'ER I WOULD NEVER ARGUE...
WANT YOU TO SEE MY PASSION FOR YOU SO MUCH THAT YOU
iJSSOLVE AGAINST ME
AND I SCOOP YOU UP WITH MY LADLE AND DRINK YOU
FOREVER

...

....

urs

--KENYATI'A PIOUS

eelinllB vs.

Lanllua~

Though I think of her all day
When called upon-to speak,
'Y voice faUs me and Words escape my head like a
ew recruit on weekend leave
n truth
eelings and language have never been good friends
So the smitten suffer everywhere and
While I smile numbly at a sensation akin to modnocon
hope that my counterpart smiles with me
ughs with, me
Talks with me
•
'mbraces me
tays with me a little longer
That maybe feelings and language end their dispute
Words return
ann~ my voice regains its strength
So that I can express myself

Trevor Brookins

DX FILES:-THE CHOSEN FEW
(H~sits up and is now face to face

-

---

CLOSING-ARGUMENT:

- - Continued';-f"rnJ1Tr17agt~~---writh----tl.~err,~~m--wl~-is-!Us'6--Ml"~IIWc..aJll4Nt-~t-t.4~dlArJ8E""'~-
dressed in the blue pajamas and are feud The ciDiUz.ed. lIJIUIt rille
(He struggles against the weight of walking towards him in his cheap ",e ~e 0 ~ to dol AU AuJllCla
the driver and the restraints.) F*ck paper-plastic hospital slippers.)
fa,taUietl oftM planet eorll&lJlrul
ya'll! ( He struggles for a while then OmDiscient: Surprised to see me be toaglJt tile truth and Illef7le

slowly drifts off into a deep sleep)
Paramedic: Sh*t! Strong little
f*ck.er wasn't he?
Driver: They always are.

(Some time later David awakens in a
hospital bed. He glances at the plastic band on his wrist, then examines
'the dteap blue hospital pajamas that
wrap his tired flesh. There is someone 'elSe in the room. He can hear his
-breathing )

Voice: David? Are you up?
David: (Indignant) ,F*ck you! My
name is DASUN!
Voice: I see you are learning.
Dasun:Wha?

here? Why? Come on, you know we- ",ith the universe! The 2111I letter
must be craiy to say and do the - of ",hich I om 0 miaiBterl
DOlI"'" the riglJteolUJ side and
things we do.
(Dasun looks on in disbelief. He is Krazo the sinitder! A -builder and
deatroyer UJho ",ill fatally finitlh
stunned into silence.)
yal When the time comes I The
Omniscient: What's wrong?
Dason: _You've lost me on this one. . drums rolU So does your hetulJ
Omniscient: Well, it's -up to you to Tltese ore those ",ho patI8
find what you seek. Get ready, sus- through - and 'ALL BLOOD
tenance will soon be ours to partake RUNS RED!
of. I'll see you in the dining area. .
·1 got a stake in this world and the
(The Omniscient exits. Dasun slowly whole toorld/« at stake. So any move I
rises, sighs, and walks out ofthe hos- - make, must be real ... -No time to
fake.
pital room door ... )

·DX21

TBEEND
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king back at that moment, I
three
. First...l
realiz
see n
why Stephanie broke up
with me.
nd, I realized that pe0ple who are trying to lose wei t
hate people who are
hard
to gain weight. People who are trying to g. weight wish they could
weight on th
siphon off the e
trying to lose it, so everyone can be
happy. FinaUy, I didn't know what I
w
oing. J
it contains
meat and pota
, doesn't mean it
will supply me with an
helpful
in my qu
to gain muscle size.
Greasy f
foods don't help at all
and
fore 10 , I would be 200
pounds of fat.
I have discovered. that a heal y
blend of carbohydrates, p teins,
vitamins and mine
will help me
achieve y
. Readi labels 0
food packages is definitely e way
to go. A good workout combined ·th
a healthy diet will help you achieve
goals otweight
and loss of fat.

ost importantly, supplemen Will willow bar (he al substitute for
urse, Creatine works great with
help you reach those go seven aspirin). Hydro . citric acid a
as this pr duct), and help make our
faster. I have dis
s
Creatine, an appetite suppr santo So, pretty m
les harder. You get big while
Androstenone and Pr tein in the much, it stop th e midnight snack
osi g fat. What more can you ask
last issue. I will now concentrate on attacks. This ubstance so -stops for? This product also con .ns
fat burning upplements as well as the actions of an enzyme called ATP- Whey Protein; they best protein on
meal replacement hakes.
citrate lyase pr uced in the liver. the market.
Fat Burning: We all want to 10 e That enzyme is responsible for the
For those on strict diets, E
also
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CUNY in Dya Yermolenko and the
se enth -highe t scorer in CUNY,
Yi geni Milovanov.
Women's- Volle
is 6-0 in
GUNY
d 9-3 overall.
The
Stateswomen have a seven ame
winning treak.

Men' Soccer is 0-4 in CUNY
and 4-5 overall. The soccer te
a one ame losin streak in -. This
is especially surprising because the
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The Baruch Tennis team is currently 2-2 in CUNY an 3-4 ove
The team has a I in streak of
three match .
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Statesrnen Fall.·ln Fou;l-Plagued Game
By Bob Greenburg
After a strong offensive display
against Hudson Valley rival Pratt
Institute on October 7, including two
goals by leading scorer Ilya
Yermolenko, Baruch's soccer team
lost to St. Joseph's (Patchogue) 3-1
on Obtober 11. The game was
marred by 40 fouls, eight yellow
cards and two red cards.
Baruch fell behind 1-0 on a loose
ball goal late in the first half as the
Golden Eagles controlled most of the
play, out shooting Baruch 14-1.

Baruch received five yellow cards,
and a red card was given to Baruch's
forward
Alex
Babushkin.
'"
Babushkin, a key offensive threat
for the Statesmen, wilT have to sit
out the next game against Hudson"
..
Valley foe Webb Institute.
In the Pratt game Baruch overpowered the opposing team from the
start as ~ermolenko scored 'in the
second minute of play with an assist
by Ivan Aguilar. Further goals by
Yermolenko,
Aguilar,
Alex
Babushkin and Milovanov iced the
game. Goalies Ruslan Desyatnikov

Goalie Ruslan Desyatnikov kept the
game close by making four excellent
saves.
In the second ba lf , St. Joseph's
scored twice in the span of two minutes to take a 3-0 advantage.
Yarmolenko finally found the net
late in the second half for his teamleading 14th goal. Yarmolenko was
assisted by Yevgenyi Milovanov, who
played a strong game at full back.
Milovanov, a superb midfielder, was
switched to the defense by coach
Peter Mrkic due to injuries in the
defense. In this very physical game,

and Orlando West combined for the
shutout
The Statesmen resume their
schedule with games against Webb
on October 14 at City--: -Collega-and --John Jay on October 17 at
Lehman. City College is the home
court for the Statesmen. Baruch is
presently tied for third with John
Jay in conference play. As the top
four teams will make the playoffs,
the next two games are of extreme
importance to the Statesmen if they
are to make the post season.

o

EXHIBITION SEASON CANCELLED
By Kenyatta Pious
It is finally official that the
National Basketball Association's
(NBA) exhibition season will not
take place. The main problem has
been the issue over a clause that
allows teams to pay their own free
agents whatever they want, regardless of salary-cap rules governing
the NBA. This clause has been
-- recently- -dubbed -"The- Larry Bird
Exception" because it originally
allowed Bird to re-sign with the
Boston Celtics. The fear is that the
price for free agency is skyrocketing
and owners want to curb this money
that is no longer going into their'
pockets.
The owners want to instill a salary
cap (placing a limit on how much one
individual player can earn), but
players are reluctant to accept a
~<----n-.:~,...........,..........t:"Phe NBA takes in
around $2 billion in basketball revenue per year. The owners, according to the New York Times article on
Oct. 2, contend that players used to
make about 51.8 percent but now
~ make 57.1 percent of basketball>.
C:Q related revenue. Many contend that
r=;;; !I!!!!!!!!!I!I!!I.I,I!I!I. the owners are trying to "cover their
bets" so to speak, because recently
large lumps of money have been
given to stars who did not prove
themselves worthy. Whatever the
case may be, this years exhibition
season has been eroded due to mere
avarice and, moreover, fans may lose
this year's season because of these
•
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same issues over money and its allocation.
As stated in a prior issue (Ticker
issue Sept. 16th), it is this writer's
opinion that a settlement can be
reached.
For instance, why not
place a cap on the rookie athlete and
then remove the cap the following
year? This will at least allow the
owners to observe the athletes' performance and provide insight on how
much to award the players in terms
of a monetary figure. The only problem is that owners and some players

•
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Kenyatta Pious
Sports Editor
want to reap the benefits of huge
contracts immediately. This is perhaps the ugliest aspect of all modem
day professional sports.

CONTACT KENYATTA PIOUS
ticker_sports@scsu.baruch.cuny.edu
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